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Introduction 

 
Is it really a year?  Wow that one sped by!! 

Harold Wilson is attributed with saying a “a week is a long time in politics”, well it’s a hell of a long time in 

Gloucestershire.  Four days of jump racing heaven await, if I can just avoid the temptations of too many 

Jagermeister bombs, jalfrezis, and each way lucky 15s, it should be a week to remember. 

Hopefully you will find a few winners in here, and hopefully dig out a few of your own. 

As ever, I have to thank my fantastic wife Tanya, who continues to endure endless conversations (more 

monologues really) about the tactical nuances of the Albert Bartlett Hurdle.  Her support makes this 

possible, and there is simply no-one better to have in your corner – think Burgess Meredith in 

Rocky...only prettier. 

Whether you’ll be on track, at home on the sofa, or down the pub – here’s hoping you make it pay.  

Please stay in touch by subscribing, following or liking my blog, Lap of The Odds 

(www.lapoftheodds.com), and watch for daily articles during festival week, where non-runners and 

weather may result in some changes to selections. 

Happy punting 

Dan 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Rufus my faithful form-hound finds out the fate of his ante-post 

Le Richebourg – Penhill double… 

http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
https://twitter.com/Lapoftheodds
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Summary of Selections 

Here is a summary for those not wanting to wade through the waffle. Stakes are on a scale of 1 
to 10. 

 

Tuesday

Race 1 Elixir De nutz 4pts WIN 8-1

Race 2 Hardline 4pts WIN 10-1

Race 3 Give Us A Copper 6pts WIN 13-2

Mall Dini 3pts WIN 16-1

Race 4 Laurina 5pts WIN 4-1

Silver Streak 1pt EW 50-1

Race 5 Stormy Ireland 3pts WIN 8-1

Race 6 Speaker Connolly,  - if NR then -  A Plus Tard 6pts WIN 16-1/9-1

Mind's Eye 3pts WIN 16-1

Race 7 Ballyward 8pts WIN 7-2  

 

Wednesday

Race 1 City Island 4pts WIN 10-1

Race 2 Delta Work 6pts WIN 9-4

Race 3 Uradel 7pts WIN 7-1

Early Doors - if NR then - Rhinsestone 6pts WIN 16-1/20-1

Race 4 Min 4pts WIN 9-2

Race 5 Tiger Roll 4pts WIN 1-1

"Erec n Earnie":  Tiger Roll, Paisley Park, Sir Erec 4pts WIN treble 10-1

Race 6 Lethal Steps 8pts WIN 10-1

Band Of Outlaws 2pts WIN 6-1

Race 7 Meticulous 4pts WIN 12-1

The Glancing Queen 1pts EW 25-1  

 

http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
https://twitter.com/Lapoftheodds
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Thursday

Race 1 Defi Du Seuil 6pts WIN 7-2

Race 2 Sire De Berlais 7pts WIN 13-2

Wait For Me 2pts WIN 33-1

Race 3 Frodon 5pts WIN 13-2

Race 4 Kilbricken Storm 4pts WIN 14-1

Race 5 Roaring Bull 5pts WIN 20-1

Siruh Du Lac 3pts WIN 8-1

Race 6 Indefatigable 4pts WIN 20-1

Race 7 Speaker Connolly 9pts WIN 20-1

Now McGinty - if NR then - Its All Guesswork 3pts WIN 8-1  

 

Friday

Race 1 Gardens Of Babylon 4pts WIN 14-1

Race 2 Capitaine 9pts WIN 16-1

Whiskey Sour 2pts WIN 16-1

Race 3 Lisnagar Oscar 4pts WIN 7-1

Relegate 3pts WIN 12-1

Race 4 Presenting Percy 6pts WIN 4-1

Race 5 Wonderful Charm 4pts WIN 14-1

Race 6 Magic Saint 4pts WIN 13-2

Mind's Eye - if NR then - Eamon Na Cnoc 4pts WIN 16-1/20-1

Race 7 Uradel 8pts WIN 6-1

Early Doors 4pts WIN 16-1  

 

 

 

Disclaimer – “Horses can run slowly as well as fast” 

http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
https://twitter.com/Lapoftheodds
https://www.facebook.com/Lapoftheodds-1213180435461315/?ref=aymt_homepage_panel
https://lapoftheodds.com/disclaimer/
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TUES: Race 1 - The Supreme Novices Hurdle - 2 miles for all-aged novices,   

Selected Current Odds: 3 Al Dancer, 4 Fakir D’oudairies, 8 Elixir De Nutz, Angels Breath, 
Klassical Dream 

“Nobody said it was easy, no one ever said it would be so hard.  I’m going back to the start….”  And here 

we are back at the start of another Cheltenham Festival with the customary curtain-raiser (obligatory 

cliché) that is the Supreme Novices Hurdle, the race that, for a few years looked like it was going to be 

easy courtesy of Messrs Mullins and Walsh, but now is reverting to being “so hard”. 

Favourite Al Dancer comes here off the back of an easy win in the usually very competitive Betfair 

Hurdle.  He won there off a mark of 141 and has been raised to 152 after that success.  Betfair Hurdle 

winners are often novices and often come here, with 5 such trying their luck in the last 10 years:  

Kalashnikov (finished 2nd  – was rated 154),  Ballyandy (4th – 147), My Tent Or Yours (2nd – 162), 

Recession Proof (5th – 137), Get Me Out Of Here (2nd - 150).  A variety of ratings, but a uniformity of 

outcome – close but no cigars.  A further dose of caution may be due as this year’s Betfair was 

rescheduled to Ascot, it may have had a consequently slightly weaker field, and the presence in second 

of an exposed Magic Dancer, who set the pace, suggests it may have been falsely run, with those held 

up near the back never getting into the race.  Normally this would add up to steering clear, or at least 

wanting a high single digit or low double digit price.  But this looks a weak year, and that brings 

everyone into the mix. 

So what about the Irish hotpot challenge?  We can usually expect one of Willie’s to dominate in the Mr 

Blobby colours (indeed Blobby might even have won on a few of them such was their superiority).  Well 

it’s not been a great year for Willie, with his strike rate dipping noticeably, and that primarily in the 

novice and bumper divisions where he is usually so prolific.  Naturally the continuing strength of 

domestic Irish opposition has a part to play, but also the leading big money owners at Willie’s yard, the 

Riccis and Wylies, seem to be having a barren year in the novice department. 

No Willie banker then, but typical of the class of the man that he still picked up a 1-2 in Ireland’s leading 

trial for this at Leopardstown courtesy of Klassical Dream and Aramon. They pulled clear there and 

earned ratings of 148 and 147 respectively which put them within reach of Al Dancer on numbers. 

Neither appeal that much with Klassical Dream having come over from France as a five-times raced 

maiden, and with Aramon having now suffered three defeats as a novice hurdler.  It looks like the 

ratings have them about right and if they run to form then they should be battling for minor honours.  

Of the two, although Aramon travels with a bit more class, the fighting spirit Klassical  showed to battle 

back past to win last time looks the better match up for that Cheltenham hill, albeit he may move to the 

longer Ballymore to allow Ruby to ride both (even he can’t do that within the constraint of one race). 

There looks to be a good chance that Ireland’s leading claims will be held by the slightly unusual sight of 

a well-fancied juvenile in the shape of Joseph O’Brien’s 4yo Fakir D’Oudairies.  Good quality juveniles 

rarely run here as they have the tailor-made Triumph Hurdle waiting for them on the Friday.  

Occasionally though trainers have targeted this race, most notably when Hors La Loi stormed home in 

1999, and when Binocular ran a close second in 2008.  The noticeable link there is that both were 

http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
https://twitter.com/Lapoftheodds
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subsequent Champion Hurdlers – suggesting that the 8lb weight concession is not enough unless you 

have potential to be absolutely top class (and even then one of them lost here).  That’s a leap of faith 

with Fakir, who lost all 5 starts in France before moving to Ireland, and whose two wins since have seen 

those beaten subsequently win just 1 of 28 starts.  Still, he was visually very impressive here in January – 

enough for JP to fork out the readies to buy him – and Joseph’s horses remain in flying form.  Again, in 

any other year you would say no to his credentials. 

The final route is the classic English prep.  The key race tends to be the Tolworth Hurdle, run at Sandown 

in January and often seems to cut up into a small field on bad ground.  You would think this would 

render it unrepresentative of the Cheltenham test, but it has provided 5 festival novice winners from its 

last 20 winners, including the 1-2 last year finishing 1-2 again in this race.  Indeed only 4 of the Sandown 

winners in that time subsequently contested the Supreme, with two winners (Summerville Boy and 

Noland).  This year’s form has already had a boost with the well held third Southfield Stone bursting the 

bubble of ante post talking horse Angel’s Breath at Kempton. 

The winner of the Tolworth was Elixir De Nutz, who made all, jumped superbly and narrowly held the 

game Grand Sancy.  The runner up has since won the top notch Kingwell Hurdle, prompting a rise in the 

ratings to 152, leaving Elixir now the top-rated horse going into this race on 153.  This form is rock solid, 

underpinned by good horses, and probably the most reliable line heading into this race.  Elixir got the 

run of the race as a confirmed front runner and was always holding Grand Sancy.  The runner up looks 

sure to run his race and go close, the question is whether Elixir will be allowed a similar uncontested 

lead and hence should be backed to confirm the form.  Either way, their form stacks up and at the odds 

look like the value angle, with Elixir De Nutz probably just favoured if for nothing more than cheap 

innuendo potential (not that I would stoop so low just to slip one in). 

Of the longer shots, I was not too keen to forgive Angel’s Breath for that Kempton defeat at first, but on 

reflection he was giving weight, and on a strict line through the Tolworth Hurdle form he probably ran to 

around 150 on only his second start over hurdles.  If Henderson wins the battle to run him here, and 

given the likely strong pace playing to his stamina, then it is arguable that the bookies have over-reacted 

to that defeat and there is a value margin to be had.  Equally, the bookies have forgotten Itchy Feet.  He 

was prolific in the Autumn with a win over Grand Sancy and a narrow defeat here to Elixir giving him 

weight.  They may have progressed since and we don’t know about Itchy as he has been in his box, but 

at a huge price he could run a big race if able to match his early season form relative to those big guns. 

A tricky race.  We have to relax some past standards if we want to back the Betfair winner (Al Dancer), 

the Willie hotpot (Aramon) or the 4yo future champion (Fakir D’Oudairies) and in our view the market is 

not providing sufficient juice to compensate for that.  Instead the classic UK form-line from the Tolworth 

brings solid credentials for directly Elixir De Nutz and Grand Sancy, and indirectly at bigger prices, Angels 

Breath and Itchy Feet.  Any of those could feature, but ELIXIR DE NUTZ was the Tolworth winner, and is 

tactically simple as he just blasts away from the front, and is probably the safest choice from that bunch, 

with Angels Breath just missing out on the ticket. 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook.

http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
https://twitter.com/Lapoftheodds
https://www.facebook.com/Lapoftheodds-1213180435461315/?ref=aymt_homepage_panel
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TUES:  Race 2 - The Arkle Chase - 2 miles for novice chasers 

Selected Current Odds: 7/2 Lalor, 9/2 Glen Forsa, 6 Duc Des Genievres, 10 Paloma Blue, Hardline    

No sooner out of one iconic novice speed test than straight into the next, with the frenetic 2 miles of the 

Arkle.  Still, we have settled into our seat by now, cleared the lungs with a mighty roar in the first (more 

likely at the start than the finish), and can savour the spectacle of a bunch of novices sprint-hurdling the 

first four fences – get over those and its game on. 

The place to start the analysis of any race is to understand the shape – by which I don’t mean “generally 

oval”, but rather the way it will be run. In this instance the classic fast early pace looks assured if not 

emphasised by the presence of a couple of true trail-blazers. 

Ornua is by far the fastest of these horses – but just not necessarily for all of 2 miles.  He was a sight to 

behold at Sandown last time when jumping superbly, but he was eventually overhauled late on by the 

now injured Dynamite Dollars.  He was still ahead of the favourite here Lalor, so that form needs to be 

respected.  Interestingly his other best display this year – a cosy defeat of the useful Cadmium – came 

on the only occasion he was held up.  I would be tempted to ride him like that myself, although 

thankfully for Henry de Bromhead, and particularly for Ornua, that booking is unlikely to happen!!  

Instead he will almost certainly set this race alight, but this doesn’t look the course for him to see it 

home. 

Ornua’s presence will probably deny Glen Forsa the front running role he seemed to enjoy when spiking 

the guns of Kalashnikov in a match at Sandown last time.  He pretty much ruined his handicap mark 

there, and now upgrades to this race.  It is a sign of the injury depletion in the build up to the event that 

he now vies for favouritism.   As per Einstein, and the population of Cornwall, everything is relative, and 

for all that Glen Forsa looked good last time, it was a two runner race and may have said more about 

how badly Kalashnikov ran.  Without the tactical lead, he looks plenty short enough. 

Favourite Lalor seems to have established his position on the back of his chasing debut here in the 

Autumn when smoothly despatching a decent field, including the excellent Defi du Seuil.  What captured 

the TV commentators and betting public eye was his easy style and electric jumping.  He certainly looked 

every inch the Arkle winner.  That was decent ground, and he can perhaps be excused a wide margin 

defeat (behind Ornua) at Sandown as the ground was much deeper there.  He never travelled with that 

trademark smoothness and his jumping was more careful. In a very fast run race that immediately put 

him in trouble.  He should be more at home with conditions here and is probably the right favourite.  

Those first four fences will be crucial to him as there will be no time to be careful and he will need to be 

at his bold and fluent best from the off.  Just the two runs over fences may be less than ideal, and it is 

hard to make a case for the odds being particularly generous even if he is the most likely winner. 

Defi du Seuil is a previous festival winner and has surged back to his best this year.  After that initial 

defeat behind Lalor, he has appreciated the step up to 2m4f where the pace of the race and the 

emphasis on stamina seem to have been more suitable.  There is a chance he could step back in trip 

here.  For sure his stamina will be an asset at the end of a ferocious race, but I am not so sure it will suit 

his jumping, and the 2m5f JLT here on Thursday looks a much more suitable option.  I am far from sure 

JP McManus will ever read this – but if you are JP, then head for the JLT…. 

http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
https://twitter.com/Lapoftheodds
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The leading Irish hope after the injury to Le Richebourg appears to be the enigmatic Paloma Blue.  He is 

an interesting horse for these big festivals as he has chameleon form, often matching the form of those 

around him.  Stick him in a bad race and he looks bad, stick him in a good race and he runs a lifetime 

best.  Fourth in the Supreme here last year, he has looked anything but a natural over fences.  Unless 

Henry de Bromhead is seen walking the course and shaving a foot off each fence in the morning, then on 

all known form Paloma is going too struggle – but don’t forget his ability to raise his game.  Would have 

been interesting back when he was twice this price, less so now. 

Instead, I favour Gordon Elliott’s Hardline to lead the Irish challenge.  He has been a decent honest horse 

at his level, probably around grade 2, as both a hurdler and chaser.  He has been running mostly at 

2m4f, but it is worth noting that his best run of the year on form was when held up over 2m and dishing 

out a 10l defeat to Us And Them, a potential rival here, who subsequently ran Le Richebourg to closer 

margins of defeat in two Grade 1s.  I am not getting carried away, but Elliott could have targeted any 

number of races with this versatile performer, and it looks likely he will come here.  With the race likely 

to be run frenetically, his stamina and his chasing experience are likely to hold him in good stead.  It will 

be very interesting to see who Davy Russell rides having been on this guy a few times whilst also riding 

Paloma Blue all last year. 

Duc des Genievres disappointed us slightly when an each way fancy for Samcro’s Ballymore last year but 

only finishing 5th.  He has slowly improved in three chases, winding up with a facile all-the-way Gowran 

win last month.  He won’t be all-the-way here with so much pace in this race, but he has to be respected 

for his top connections.  It is probably a sign of the impact that injuries have had on this race that he 

may line up the shortest priced Irish contender when his form probably doesn’t stack up to some of his 

fellow raiders.  Looks to have been defensively priced by the bookies. 

Cilaos Emery was a long time off the track before easily wining a Gowran novice on his return with 

stablemate Duc Des Genievres well behind.  That was a good race and he went off a short price 

suggesting his home reputation.  He became a big fancy for this, but injury has struck again – at this time 

he is not 100% ruled out, although it seems unlikely that we will see him.  If he were to turn up, he’d 

have to be respected in a sub-par edition of this race. 

A tricky Arkle likely to be set alight by the trail-blazing Ornua.  I’ll take the view that he won’t quite last 

home, although I wouldn’t write that off completely.  He will though spoil the race for other front 

runners and it may pay to side with the more conservatively ridden hold-up horses.  Lalor is certainly the 

most likely winner, but at the odds I would risk a small wager on the reliable HARDLINE, with a slight 

increase in stakes if I see Davy getting the leg-up. 

 

 

 

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 

http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
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TUES:  Race 3- The Festival Handicap Chase - 3 miles  
 
Selected Current Odds: 6 Give Us A Copper, 10 Minella Rocco, 16 Singlefarmpayment, Coo 
Star Sivola, Mall Dini 

There are 10 big festival handicaps, and whilst they come in all shapes and sizes the common factor is 

you have to be supremely well handicapped to win. This usually means an unexposed novice or second 

season chaser, or something that has been campaigned “shrewdly”. 

Heading the unexposed here is Paul Nicholls’ Give Me A Copper – at least unexposed in terms of form – 

as far as the betting goes he is absolutely in the spotlight.  This is in part after an eye-catching return at 

Sandown after a long injury break when looking the winner until running short of fuel late on.  The rest 

of the hype comes from the trainer himself who has been quick to say this is his best handicapped 

horse.  I fancy a few of his later in the week, so need to respect his view.  These long injury breaks can 

be deceptive, some horses progress from a first run, some don’t.  He looks fairly short given the 

potential doubts, but you have to respect the trainer’s bullish anticipation, and he is the carbon copy of 

the type of horse that goes well here. 

Minella Rocco is a familiar old favourite, but is still only a 9yo.  He was second in the Gold Cup two years 

ago, and has dropped to a seriously good mark here having been given one of trainer Jonjo’s “quiet” 

preparations. He ran with great enthusiasm over hurdles last time, and obviously if he can tap into that 

back-form he must have a huge chance.  These Jonjo runners often spring back to form at the festival 

and there has been a suspicious amount of money for him in the market.  Whether this slightly easier 

3m will suit as much as the Gold Cup is however the doubt. 

This guide had a nice winner in this last year courtesy of Coo Star Sivola.  He was a novice then and 

coped well with the mud travelling like the winner but ultimately just holding on (whew!).  That was off 

142 and he is only up 3lbs here.  That was heavy ground, and although not essential for him to be at his 

best he will probably need it soft to blunt the speed of some of the others. He should run an honest race 

but may struggle to place this time. 

It’s not obvious that another winner from last year, Mr Whitaker, need this step up to 3m for the first 

time.  He is another best on soft, but surely such conditions will stretch that unproven stamina. 

They both won as novices and that is a rich seam of winners in all handicaps, this one as much as any.  

The Worlds End has some top novice form, and has previously been good enough to look likely to 

contend in an Albert Bartlett and then finish a fair seventh in a World Hurdle.  A mark of 155 however is 

a good 10lbs above the kind of mark usually successful here. 

Jerrysback gets in off 148, a more manageable mark, but by far his worst career run was over this 

course. His recent defeat at Haydock may not be as bad as it first looked, but I’d say he is too high on 

what he has achieved. 

A novice I like a lot is Speaker Connolly.  He managed to win on handicap debut at Leopardstown despite 

not jumping well.  The second behind him, a long way behind him, has been on a roll ever since.  This 

http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
https://twitter.com/Lapoftheodds
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trip might suit, but he will need plenty to drop out to make this field, and he has better options later in 

the week. 

These races invariably throw up some old favourites, and two of my bete noirs look likely to make an 

appearance.  Two years ago, I was all over Singlefarmpayment for this in his novice season.  He came 

desperately close losing out by a short head off a mark of 142.  He didn’t have his ground when still a 

fair fifth last year, but outside of the festival he has proven that the first narrow loss was less unlucky 

than a behavioural trait. He lost by a short head here on good ground last April off 142, and then by a 

head here in December off 146. He gets to run off 146 here again – and if getting decent ground then he 

will surely go close again.  That’s the problem – he goes close.  I’ll have to have a bit on, but not sure I 

can recommend that pain to others. 

Mall Dini is trained by Galway genius Patrick Kelly.  Just 3 wins in 23 runs for such a good horse tells us 

something about how hard he can be to win on also.  That said. Kelly targets this meeting and one of this 

horse’s wins was the Pertemps Final here three years ago.  Since then he has been amateur ridden (by 

Katie Walsh and Patrick Mullins) to finish a close fifth and very close second in the last two runnings of 

the Kim Muir.  Whilst he stays well, I have often thought the slightly easier finish of this track may suit 

more than the New Course of the Kim Muir.  Additionally, running here will allow a reunion with the 

godly talents of Davy Russell.  It would be a fair testament to Kelly’s talents were this horse to break his 

duck over fences at the Festival, and it may be worth backing him to do so. 

I would love to see the novice Discorama here, but will probably need to wait a couple of hours until the 

4m novice chase later in the card.  Were he to reroute here then he would be interesting. 

This race is usually best left to a novice rated in the mid 140s.  Favourite GIVE ME A COPPER may not be 

a novice but he might as well be after just three chasing runs, looks weighted to perfection, and comes 

from a yard bursting with good form.  He is too short really to be a big bet, but he has to be on the ticket 

as insurance.  The main pick is an indulgence – no not Singlefarmpayment although he will probably run 

well, instead I will trust the powers of Davy Russell to urge a first chasing win for the mercurial MALL 

DINI. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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TUES:  Race 4 - The Champion Hurdle - 2 miles  

Selected Current Odds:  2 Buveur D’Air, 9/4 Apples Jade, 4 Laurina, 12 Sharjah, 50 Silver 
Streak 
 

As Tony Blair once said: “A day like this is not a day for soundbites, we can leave those at home, but I 

feel the hand of history upon our shoulders with respect to this.”  That was the Good Friday Agreement, 

but it will be a good Tuesday if we can best decipher how the hand of history will play out on this year’s 

Champion Hurdle. 

 

In one corner is the defending two-time champion Buveur D’Air, with the likes of Istabraq, See You Then 

and Persian War as his historical precedents in the hunt for the hat-trick.  In the other corner are the 

ladies, Apple’s Jade and Laurina, themselves backed by the precedents of fellow mares Annie Power, 

Flakey Dove and Dawn Run. 

 

Buveur is an absolutely brilliant jumper of hurdles, of that there is no doubt, but his claims to hat-trick 

greatness are a little threadbare.  He was by no means the best novice – soundly beaten by Altior in the 

Supreme – but was excellent winning this in 2017 albeit from equine octogenarian My Tent Or Yours.  

Last year’s defence in workmanlike fashion was a half step backwards.  Those he beat have won 3 of 33 

subsequent hurdle runs - you’d get better stats from a Market Rasen maiden hurdle.  This season has 

also seen his first defeat since that Supreme, when out-speeded by the likeable but limited Verdana Blue 

at Kempton.  Buveur’s class and electric hurdling will undoubtedly have him in the mix, but he has to be 

vulnerable at age 8 and he looks very short priced against some lively opponents. 

 

When Annie Power won this race it prompted further thought on the merits of the 7lbs mares 

allowance, and it is worth repeating my thoughts given the prominence of mares as Buveur’s main 

opponents.  Weight allowances, for age and gender are derived from many years of statistical 

observations.  Those observations are effectively long term averages, and in this case have determined 

that mares need a 7lbs allowance, on average, to compete fairly. 

 

The weight for age allowances used to help younger horses compete also has a distance factor, 

recognising an extra 2lb allowance at the festival for 3 mile races compared with 2m.  Even though the 

basic premise of the sex allowance has to be to compensate for less physically strong horses (mares) in 

the same way as weight for age, it settles for one simple number for all distances. 

 

The effect of this averaging in my mind provides some benefit to mares at 2m where 7lb is undoubtedly 

more generous than it is at 3m.  I also question if it is class linear, that is to say it’s my supposition 

(wholly statistically unsupported !!)  that the gap between an average mare and those rare outstanding 

mares is more significant that it is perhaps in the male population – or put another way, outstanding 

mares are more competitive against outstanding males than average mares are against average males.  

If true then the 7lbs allowance based on averages is generous to mares at the top class. 
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Enough waffle – it simply boils down to outstanding mares may be well treated in this race with the 7lbs. 

And in a close race, it could be worth the couple of lengths needed to win. 

 

Apple’s Jade is the obvious place to start. Officially rated 7lbs behind Buveur D’Air and hence level after 

allowances, she has earned that rating on her latest efforts, including a 16l destruction of the Irish 

Champion Hurdle field at Leopardstown last time when stepped back for a rare 2m run.  She looks likely 

to go here and will set the pace to the race.  She will be super tough to pass but at these prices there are 

reasons for caution.  Her festival record is a second in a Triumph Hurdle which was reversed by nearly 

50l when she stormed home at Aintree three weeks later.  Then in 2017 she won the Mares race here 

narrowly from Vroum Vroum Mag and Limini – good mares but not true champions and the rating of 

around 154 seemed to mark that effort fairly.  Despite an unbeaten run from there to a defence in 2018, 

she lost out in last year’s mares race finishing third and seeming to run to a high 140s mark.  She has 

been brilliant since and issues with being in season throughout last year have seemingly disappeared, 

albeit the Spring time will be a true test in that regard.  The one to beat, but possibly not a bet at the 

prices given that nothing she has yet done at Cheltenham rates within 10lbs of her peak rating 

elsewhere. 

 

Instead it may be worth risking the other leading mare here, Willie Mullins’ Laurina.  Willie has an 

outstanding record with mares, winning 12 of the 14 mares races run at the Festival.  It has to be 

significant that he spent years milking the Mares Hurdle with Quevega, and even made that Annie 

Power’s first choice until compelled to run her in this race after injury to Faugheen.  In other words, 

even with his best mares he has tended to fish in the shallower waters of mares races.  That has been 

the case with Laurina to date and 6 wins from 6 since arriving from France have all come with 

consummate ease, including an 18l saunter at the festival last year. She is rated 10lbs behind Apple’s 

Jade at present which would seem a lot, but is probably more a function of never being tested. And it is 

likely the true gap is somewhat less (if at all!).  Willie and Ruby must think so as there has barely been 

any thought of the Mares race with this girl, and she heads to a Champion off the back of a typically light 

campaign as still very much the x-factor.  I don’t think Buveur will run to his 172, and have doubts about 

Apple’s running to her 165. So, with the Mares allowance, it may only need Laurina to post a mark 5-7lbs 

above her best to win, and that looks very possible given what she has had in the tank in her previous 

wins. 

 

Sharjah may be the forgotten horse given he has won the Morgiana and the Ryanair hurdle, both good 

guides to this.  I guess his eighth in the Supreme last year must raise questions about the course for him, 

and it looks highly unlikely that Ruby will take the riding option which probably indicates very clearly the 

Mullins pecking order.  Even at his best, that near 4l defeat of Supasundae at Christmas, he has nearly 

12l to find on Apple’s Jade. 

 

I love Verdana Blue, she travels well and quickens, but this race is probably not for her.  She is 6 from 14 

over hurdles, but 0 from 3 at this track.  The stiff uphill finish and the undulations may not be ideal, and 

the risk of well watered opening day ground may blunt her speed in any case.  Another of the fine mares 

in this race, but seemingly a distinct step behind the leading contenders. 
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Last year’s second Melon has lost his way, more perhaps than current odds suggest, and the revitalised 

Espoir D’Allen and Brain Power both look short enough as each way prospects given the strength in 

depth at the top of the market and the likely impact on restricting podium positions. 

 

If something can slip into the frame at a big price it may be Silver Streak provided the ground does not 

get too soft.  He travels well in his races and strictly on running here in November (ahead of Verdana 

Blue) and December (behind Brain Power) he is pretty much the same horse as those two.  A fractured 

race at Haydock last time wouldn’t have suited a horse that needs cover, and the likely bigger field here, 

and guaranteed stronger pace could set him up for a lifetime best.  He will need it if he is to get sight of 

the places, but he looks a little over-priced relative to those other outsiders. 

 

It should be fascinating affair, and having been with Buveur in the past it is an emotionally reluctant but 

rationally persuasive decision to go with the mares this time around.  Apple’s looks too short given some 

doubts and LAURINA looks the clear choice at the prices for the Mullins-Walsh combo.  SILVER STREAK 

may reward a few each-way shekels or if you can find a “betting without the big 3” market. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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TUES:  Race 5 - The David Nicholson Mares Hurdle - 2 miles 4f  

 

Current Selected Odds: 1/1 Benie Des Dieux, 8 Limini, Stormy Ireland, 10 Roksana 

Here come the girls – well at least some of them.  With the high profile defections of leading ladies 

Apple’s Jade, Laurina and Verdana Blue to the Champion Hurdle, and without some Castor Semanya 

style defection in the other direction, this looks to have been left as the race to decide Willie Mullin’s 

second best mare. 

 

Last year’s race, and the betting market, would suggest that will be reigning champion Benie Des Dieux  

She took advantage of an off-colour Apple’s Jade to battle past outsider Midnight Tour to record a gutsy 

win up the hill.  She followed up with a good win at Punchestown, but the enigma is that we have not 

seen her since.  No cause for worry there as this is a deliberate tactic for Willie as it has been 

successfully for Quevega and Penhill in the past. That said we can’t be fully sure Benie will be any better 

on her first run here as an 8yo as she was on her third run of the season as a 7yo last year.  She was only 

just good enough last year and it probably says more about the lack of depth here, and the trainer’s past 

record, that she is such a short price to win again. 

 

The market suggests Benie need only look in the boxes next door to size up her main threats.  Limini was 

a novice winner here before running a close third in a fine edition of this race two years ago, narrowly 

behind Apple’s Jade and Vroom Vroom Mag.  If we could be sure she was in that form she would 

deserve to be favourite.  But after a long time off she has had an active summer over hurdles and flat 

and whilst still very good, her standards haven’t been at those old heights, with a Leopardstown defeat 

over Christmas the low point.  Her fourth last time to Presenting Percy was a better run, and if she can 

build on that form with the sun on her back then it’s easy to see her causing Benie problems.  It is 

interesting to note that despite her mixed form the handicapper would still rate her the equal to Benie, 

and yet she is a big multiple of that one’s odds. 

 

A more reliable rival, also from the Mullins yard, is Stormy Ireland. She is rated just 6lbs behind her big 

two stable rivals.  She took a bad fall at the last here in the Triumph last year, and also subsequently 

unseated at the last at Punchestown, on both occasions having just been headed after trying to make all 

the running.  She will doubtless force the pace here, but if she can be just a tad more conservative and 

hold a bit back then she could be an interesting prospect trying to catch her off the home bend.  She ran 

a good race last time, forcing the running and at least making much-vaunted stable-sister Laurina have a 

bit of a race before finally being despatched.  That one’s fate in the Champion Hurdle earlier may be 

interesting as a late guide. But either way she enters consideration as she is closely rated to the top two 

and we know she is fit, well, runs consistently and will have her way tactically, and her best run this year 

was her only time on better ground. 

 

It is tempting to put a line through the home hopes, but as this is very much Willie’s second tier, then 

Mia’s Storm (rated 148), Lady Buttons (145) and Roksana (142), are within hailing distance of the Irish 

favourites on the numbers.  Mia’s may find this a bit quick, whilst Roksana would need to improve, but 
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might do so.  Lady Buttons is the most likely home defender as she has the pace to enjoy these 

conditions, but poor runs at Cheltenham and Punchestown in the distant past have been her only forays 

away from flat tracks. 

 

I have been made to look silly backing against a short-priced Willie favourite in this event before, but 

there is some kind of suspension of reality going on with Benie des Dieux who is being priced up like 

Quevega when in fact she is rated only 151, and won this race last year by clawing herself past a pretty 

modest rival.  Yes this race won’t take much winning, and she is the most likely winner but surely not at 

that price.  Both stablemates Limini (rated Benie’s equal officially) and Stormy Ireland are more 

attractively priced, whilst the potential improvement in Roksana makes her the strongest domestic 

contender. 

 

Like the set menu at the Queen’s Hotel – minimum sized steaks, and unlikely to provide any sustenance 

– I’ll risk a little on the benefit of tactical advantage potentially overturning a narrow class advantage 

and go with STORMY IRELAND to confound the Willie fans by winning as third string. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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TUES:  Race 6 – The Close Brothers Novices Handicap Chase - 2 miles 4f  

Current Selected Odds: 8 Clondaw Castle, 10 A Plus Tard, Campeador, Riders On the Storm 

Last year I pointed out that four of the last eight winners came here from competitive handicap chases, 

and of the four that didn’t, three had previously run well at Cheltenham festivals showing an aptitude 

for conditions. Well make that 5 of 9 were from handicaps as Mister Whitaker came that proven route. 

 

Favourite Clondaw Castle comes from winning a handicap, but that was as odds-on in a four runner race, 

so technically a tick, but not really.  His only Cheltenham run was a stinker, and whilst his running style is 

suitable, he looks very short given what he has achieved. 

 

Campeador qualifies under the second criterion, having looked likely to win the 2016 Fred Winter until 

falling at the last.  It’s been a long road back, but he shaped well in chases before having a “quiet” run 

over hurdles last time.  You can’t rule out Gordon Elliott as he seems to get sharp improvement in these 

horses on the big day.  That said, the bookies seem to have priced most of that in to these odds. 

 

Riders Onthe Storm does not have the right credentials, but he was pretty impressive at Punchestown 

last time.  The runner up has let that form down since, but he seems to have been relatively well treated 

here compared with some of his compatriots.  He is one who would enjoy a bit of rain. 

 

A Plus Tard is precisely the wrong type for this.  Irish trained, never been here before, and never raced in 

a handicap. His win at Naas though was excellent form, and he was a good second last time at 

Punchestown.  A fine looking horse he is extremely tempting here, as he is on the borders of being a 

championship horse.  I am not a slave to trends by any means if the horse is good enough, and this one 

is sorely tempting. 

 

Highway One O One represents the January handicap here that has been a regular source of winners for 

this.  He was an excellent second then giving weight to the useful Kildisart.  He fits the profile, but it 

would still be a major surprise if he is handicapped well enough. 

 

I have already written about how much I like Speaker Connolly, and this probably won’t be the last time.  

He won well at Leopardstown over Christmas, and he never got into a fast run fast ground race back 

there in February, albeit he stayed on for a never nearer third.  He could go very well, especially if he can 

brush up his jumping, and granted some cut.  I have to include him in the staking, although I think his 

moment may come on Thursday. 

 

Poker Party was the distant second to Speaker Connolly at Christmas, but he has fought well to register 

two excellent staying on wins in decent handicaps since.  He has shot up the weights which may just 

allow him to get into this race.  Has plenty to find with Speaker but may just have improved a bundle 

since their clash. 
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Quamino did all his best work late on when coming through to win a competitive handicap at that 

Dublin festival. He has winning form at this trip.  He has only been raised 5lb for that, and a further 1lb 

by the UK handicapper, so still looks pretty well treated.  I have my suspicions a fast run Grand Annual 

may suit him better though. 

 

Mind’s Eye was fifth behind Quamino in that handicap. He sat well back and stayed on nicely without 

ever really being in the race.  He was soundly beaten in the Ballymore here last year, which is a course 

form worry, but his campaign running around the back of Grade 1s won by Delta Work and Le 

Richebourg prior to that recent handicap is exactly a classic Irish prep for a festival handicap.  He always 

looked a chaser in the making and this could be his race. 

 

The usual route to glory here of looking for a progressive UK trained handicapper looks annoying short 

of convincing candidates.  I prefer the Irish handicap form, and SPEAKER CONNOLLY has to get on the 

ticket as he has untapped potential, whilst the campaign of MIND’s EYE smacks of handicap preparation.  

A PLUS TARD does not fit the classic credentials for this, but he is a classy sort and would be an alternate 

should either of the other’s take up the myriad of other entries they have during the week. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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TUES:  Race 7 - The National Hunt Novice Chase - 4m miles for Amateur riders 

Selected Current Odds: - 10/3 OK Corral, 7/2 Ballyward, 10 Discorama 

The Festival organisers have rejigged the schedule so that each race day ends with one for the amateur 

or conditional jockeys, presumably to allow Ruby Walsh to indulge his addiction to Eggheads. That 

means that Tuesday ends with that festival bum-acher, the 4 mile National Hunt Chase for amateur 

riders.  Like an am-dram Hamlet or a junior-infants Les Miserables, the longest event is left to the part-

timers, threatening to end in darkness. In truth, this race has recently become a four runner race.  Sure 

the horses change, but it’s basically Codd v Mullins v O’Connor v Waley-Cohen. 

 

The presence of Derek O’Connor at a Warwick listed novice chase on OK Corral suggested that this 

would be the horse’s Festival target.  Injury means that this 9yo is reaching chasing late.  He ran very 

well to be runner-up in the Albert Bartlett last year – a good guide to his stamina, and he has looked 

good in two chasing wins.  He does run quite freely, and it was a bit of a surprise how well he saw out 

the Bartlett, subsequently at Aintree he paid the price by fading badly.  Derek O’Connor is a master at 

settling these horses, but I am cautious about taking short odds about a free-runner in this marathon. 

  

Ballyward was 3l behind OK Corral in the Bartlett last year.  He wasn’t seen until a satisfactory debut at 

Punchestown at New Year.   He left that form well behind when jumping well and powering home at 

Naas last time.  That form has already been upheld in good fashion and with last year’s winning jockey, 

Mullins Jnr, on top he would have to have an outstanding chance.  Hard to see him out of the frame, and 

strikes me as a more resolute stayer than OK Corral. 

 

Champagne Classic might get the Codd leg-over, and with the fish fingers on the reigns he has to be a 

threat.  Won the Martin Pipe here before winning a stellar novice hurdle at Punchestown in 2017.  Was 

coming back from a long injury break when 12l behind Ballyward at Naas.  He was just behind Chris’s 

Dream there, and whilst he didn’t suffer the bounce, he also didn’t progress as much as may have been 

hoped when pipped again by that horse at Navan shortly after.  Once described by his owner as the 

worst horse he has, he might actually be the class in the race.  Can Gordon Elliott bring him to his peak 

off what looks like a rushed preparation?  At these prices it’s probably worth saying no. 

 

The Waley-Cohen bucks were spent to acquire Impulsive Star.  He was 25/1 when fading late in this 

event last year to finish fourth and the suspicion is that he may be handicapped to do better in the 

shorter Kim Muir where Sam W-C can retain the ride. 

 

I am a big fan of Discorama.  A rating of 148 has ruled him out of the novice handicap and it looks more 

likely now that he may come here.  He was the only one to make ground in last year’s Martin Pipe when 

second.  Stamina would have been the question mark, but he looked to be staying on well until crashing 

out at the last fence at Naas last time when a half length down and challenging Ballyward.  I would love 

to back him in a handicap, in this graded class I am less convinced.  Will he stay the 4m? Can I back him 
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off the back of a nasty fall (very few Cheltenham winners have picked themselves off the deck of a fall 

last time)?  I would have been all over him at say 20/1. But at half that price I can probably let him go. 

 

Now McGinty looked an eye-catcher when staying on dourly as runner-up in the Grade 1 Reynoldstown 

at Ascot.  He was passed there and looked beaten having been given an aggressive ride, but he was able 

to dig deep and come again after the last.  He could be the leading domestic contender here.  His back 

history lacks much class compared with some of these, and he will not have had an amateur rider since 

his bumper days. But he is one we know for sure will be staying on well come the death. 

 

Cloth Cap is a throwback to the olden days of this race, owned by regular staying chase legend Trevor 

Hemmings and trained by Jonjo O’Neill who used to love this race.  Rated just 134 he would appear to 

be at least a stone behind the best of these on ratings, but that has been the type to turn around such 

margins given the unusual marathon trip.  He looks well weighted for a Kim Muir so if choosing this that 

would appear significant. 

 

And a word again for Speaker Connolly, not the last word you will see for him in this guide.  Rated just 

139 he is potentially a good thing in handicap company, but he could be even better at marathon trips.  I 

suspect his entry here is a catch-all, to give him a festival run if it looks likely he will miss the cut for his 

handicap entries.  Nonetheless I will be having an each way touch if he turns up. 

 

A race that seems to get classier each year.  Champagne Classic may be the best horse, but his return 

from injury still leaves him something to find.  The solid choice is BALLYWARD, proven over long trips, 

from winning connections, and arriving in obvious form, and he can hold off Discorama. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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WED:  Race 1 The Neptune Investments Novices Hurdle - 2 1/2 miles (for 
all-aged novices)  

Selected Current Odds: 3 Champ, 4 Battleoverdoyen. 8 Klassical Dream, 10 City Island 

 
And so to day 2, heads sore from the early hours trays of baby Guinness in The Beehive; nostrils stripped 

raw by the odour produced by middle aged men drinking too much daddy Guinness in The Beehive, and 

severe intercostal bruising from the welcome afforded by one of Waterford’s finest.  Bear-hug from The 

Hoolie – cool and usually available to 2am;  bare-hug from the Hoolie (after 2am) – not cool. 

I’d imagine a bear-hug from Gordon Elliott would be similarly potent, and the Meath trainer will be 

warming up the old embrace in advance of this superb novice hurdle in anticipation that the unbeaten 

Battleoverdoyen can follow Samcro’s win here last year. 

It seems horses come here with increasingly light preparations and I not convinced it will do this fella a 

lot of good.  He has just the two hurdles wins, the last a pretty solid effort at Naas in January.  That was 

a Grade 1 and obviously has to be respected.  But the second hasn’t been seen since, whilst the 3rd, 4th 

and 6th were all soundly beaten in the Grade 1 staying novice hurdle at the Dublin festival, beaten much 

further than they were at Naas.  Added to form that’s a bit threadbare is an inexperienced running style 

that suggests he will need to get much sharper here.  I think this is perhaps a year too soon to see the 

best of this horse – if he wins overcoming inexperience and the form then he is clearly something 

special.  He may be in time, just not sure it will be now. 

Champ is a second season novice and has a bit more of the streetwises about him.  Still has just the two 

runs since returning to the track at the start of December.  That handicap cruise off a mark of 139 

suggested he could do a lot better and so it proved when he won a good race for the Challow Hurdle at 

Newbury.  He quickened well that day off a moderate pace to beat some useful novices, including 

Getaway Trump and Brewin’upastorm.  He has been favourite for this ever since. He has clearly 

improved and looks a bit more of a professional than his main Irish rival. 

Klassical Dream could be an interesting runner here.  A winner of the 2m Grade 1 novice hurdle at 

Leopardstown in February you would normally think the Supreme would be the way to go, and it still 

might be.  But a display of jockey power from Ruby Walsh could route him here as Ruby could also ride 

Aramon in the Supreme who has near identical form but wouldn’t get the 2m4f here if you bussed him 

to the back straight. It’s in Ruby’s interests to have a chance in both races, and Willie Mullins’ too, not 

too sure if it’s in the best interests of the owners – at least they know they will have a motivated jockey.  

In fairness the way he finishes his races suggests he could stay this extra yardage, but I wouldn’t pick 

him for the Supreme at a trip he is proven over, in what I think is a much weaker race, so I just can’t back 

him here. 

It is extremely interesting that connections of Brewin’upastorm have him entered here and looking likely 

to run.  After staying on behind Champ at Newbury when initially outpaced, he was given a more 

aggressive ride here next time when looking likely to hold one of the Albert Bartlett favourite’s Birchdale 
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until crashing out at the last.  Would probably be close to favourite for the Bartlett, but connections 

obviously feel they can settle the score with Champ. And perhaps an aggressive ride over this trip is 

more suitable than looking to eek out stamina with a more docile ride at 3m.  That is to be respected 

and he could go well.  Backing one at the festival straight off a crashing fall is questionable however. 

City Island is definitely interesting as he comes here on a roll.  Denied an easy Galway maiden win last 

Summer by the stewards, he opening his account formally with an easy maiden win at Leopardstown 

which has been made to look better by runner up Dallas Des Pictons since.  Wasn’t seen until going off 

1/6 and recording an easy win at Naas, he will definitely go here as he is owned by the sponsors.  From a 

lesser publicised Irish yard, but looks to travel really well and should enjoy the decent ground.  Would 

probably be half the price if he was under a Willie Mullins saddlecloth. 

 

Two Mullins inmates that I am quite sweet on are Allaho and Easy Game.  Very different types, Allaho is 

a rangy chaser in the making, and with the ground likely to ride well, he seems more likely to head to 

the Bartlett, but I think he might actually go better here.  If he runs here then worth a dabble. 

 

Easy Game is more of a little fighter, should enjoy the ground and has a turn of foot.  They are race 

winning weapons and he might have been interesting in a handicap.  He has been left in just the Grade 1 

novices and this might be the one that suits him best.  I am not sure he will run here, but if he does then 

he may be worth a little each way.  The balance of his form leaves him something to find, but he just 

runs like a professional and that could carry him deep into this race. 

 

Champ looks the most likely of the market leaders and the most likely winner, but is priced accordingly.  

Brewin’upastorm could go very well if able to shrug off his recent fall, but there are less questions about 

CITY ISLAND, and he may be able to upset higher profile opponents. EASY GAME may be worth a small 

each way look. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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WED:  Race 2 - The RSA Novice Chase. 3 miles  
  

Selected Current Odds: 9/4 Delta Work, 4 Santini, Topofthegame 

That famous scholar of novice chasing, Albert Einstein, is widely attributed with defining insanity as the 

act of doing the same thing over and over again, and expecting different results.  Well there are certainly 

plenty of punters who would be giving the German-born genius food for thought as they have supported 

Santini into near favouritism despite his failings here last year and at Kempton last time.  Are they 

insane? 

 

In last year’s Albert Bartlett it was tempting to excuse Santini for his staying on third on the basis that 

the heavy ground would not have helped his athletic style.  To maintain faith we need to flip that excuse 

to explain his defeat over fences at Kempton last time.  There he looked badly outpaced on good ground 

by La Bague Au Roi and Topofthegame before staying on really well to be closest at the finish.  That 

leaves a relatively narrow window where he needs reasonable ground but a more testing 3m than he 

experienced at Kempton.  The relief for fans, is that this race may well fit into that narrowing bandwidth 

where Santini may still be a world beater.  Three runs over fences was almost certainly the planned build 

up, but the need to revaccinate in February denied him a planned Ascot appearance, so he will come 

here a little undercooked in public appearances. A late injury scare is probably not that worrying as most 

of the work is done by now, but has at least seen him drift to a more reasonable price.  I have always 

liked this horse, and with the drifting odds he is starting to nudge closer to value. 

 

Topofthegame has that Kempton verdict over Santini and ran well for a long way in last year’s Coral Cup, 

just losing out by a neck.  He travels so well in his races and jumps so well that it is tempting to think he 

may be seen to best effect at the slightly shorter JLT chase, but it looks like this will be his destination.  

He is an impressive looking horse, from a yard in perfect form, it just feels like he will be outstayed from 

the home bend for a gallant second or third. 

 

The leading Irish raider is Gordon Elliott’s Delta Work.  He is following the Presenting Percy route coming 

here after success in last year’s Pertemps Final.  Much like Percy, we need to buy into a story of 

ceaseless improvement as that hurdle win off 139 wouldn’t normally be a precursor to a race like this.  

But improve he has with three from three over fences including easy Grade 1 wins over 2m4f and 3m.  

He also missed his prep at Leopardstown and so is another not to have raced since the Christmas period. 

He looks a real professional and strikes me as being a very similar type to Topofthegame but with a 

slightly better profile for the stamina needed for this. 

 

This could cut up to a small field.  The key question is whether to continue to believe in Santini, or to 

prefer the more proven claims of leading Irish hope Delta Work.  I’ll rely on Einstein knowing a few 

things, and whilst the heart is tempted towards Santini, the rational thinker has to support DELTA 

WORK, with the peerless Davy Russell a useful tie-breaker. 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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WED:  Race 3 - The Coral Cup Handicap Hurdle - 2 1/2 miles  
  
Selected Current Odds: 7 Uradel, 16 Whiskey Sour, 14 Rhinestone, 16 Early Doors 
 
Cheltenham is a gruelling gambling week, and a quick start is essential to stable finances.  The Coral Cup 

for me is a key staging point where, if you are chasing huge losses then you are about to enter the 

Cheltenham Black Hole.  That is not the gents at The Beehive after 2am, rather the point of inelasticity 

where the Festival budget is totally discarded.  The Coral Cup is the event horizon, that point in the black 

hole from which there is no return, cross this starting line in a panic and you will be sucked in and 

crushed to the point of singularity, i.e. with one pound left in your pocket for the Martin Pipe.   

 

Fear not though, the centre of my black hole is an Interstellar style bookcase of form books, and I intend 

to emerge McConaughey style , armed with the winner (and significantly younger would be nice too). 

 

For yes, it turns out that the one fundamental quantum force at the centre of be universe turns out to 

be.....Willie Mullins? 

 

Well, it would be if we could rely on a mass exodus.  The superbly well handicapped Uradel is market 

leader and ran with suspicious promise at Leopardstown last time when looking like this step up in trip 

would be ideal.  A winner around the undulations of Galway and good enough on the flat to be a close 

second in a Cesarewich (another indicator that the step up should help), he would have an outstanding 

chance here if he were to make the line-up.  Only number 80 in the initial weights, he will need a biblical 

exodus to get in the race. But there are plenty in here with many options, so it can’t entirely be ruled 

out, even if it looks more likely he will have to do with the Martin Pipe. 

 

Another with the Martin Pipe option is Joseph O’Brien’s Early Doors.  He ran a pretty good third in the 

Martin Pipe here last year, and has been given a typically sneaky preparation running around in the 

background of some Grade 1 hurdles.  That keeps his ratings under wraps, and he is exactly the sort that 

does well in this race.  The trainer has said that heading back to the Pipe might be the target, but with 

owner JP McManus ruling out potential market leader Off You Go from here, he might be runner-less 

unless switching Early Doors here. 

 

I’ve been a fan of Getaway Trump, expecting him to improve when he gets a strongly run big race field.  

That should have been the case in the Betfair Hurdle but held up at the back things didn’t work out with 

a steady pace undermining those tactics.  A small field at Kelso last time would not have suited but he 

was still very disappointing.  That’s added a dew points to his price, and if it is still the case that these 

are his conditions then he may be value, but even as a fan, I now find that a stretch, 

 

Scarpeta for Mullins and Farclas for Elliott are two more who have had classic Irish preps for this by 

failing to feature in graded races and steering well clear of handicaps.  Scarpeta’s form is possibly the 

better this year but it could be argued that both their form from the festival last year, Ballymore and 

Triumph respectively, have not stood the test of time.  The trainers make them both interesting, and 
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Farclas has more than a touch of the Carlito Brigante’s about him who exploded to life in this after an 

anonymous build up.  Watch the markets carefully. 

 

Bleu Berry showed his liking for these conditions by winning the race last year.  That was off 143 and it 

was a super effort to hold off the very useful Topofthegame.  He has disappointed in his five races since, 

but they have all been graded events. His comeback at Gowran behind Presenting Percy was good for a 

long way, and he is only 5lbs higher on 148.  This may not be a better race than last year, and he has to 

have place prospects if he can rediscover his best. 

 

Willie also has Killultagh Vic entered here.  A previous Martin Pipe winner and known more for his 

exploits chasing in recent years.  Not the safest conveyance over fences, he has been injury prone, but 

continues to hint at the latent talent.  He has run two stinkers this season, but in between ran a cracker 

behind Presenting Percy at Gowran.  May really enjoy this step down in class, and a rating of 150 is 

pretty fair considering he beat Thistlecrack over hurdles in his youth. 

 

Walk To Freedom looks very interesting for Jessica Harrington.  A long way from being a Cheltenham 

contender in his youth, he tried chasing before returning to hurdles this season, peaking with a smooth 

Navan win in November.  He was 7lbs higher when returning to Navan to be a close fourth at this trip 

staying on too late.  He then ran a desperately close second over 3m in the Pertemps qualifier at 

Leopardstown.  That obviously means he is qualified for that race and normally would be there and not 

back at this trip.  That said a fast run race at this trip could be ideal - the Pertemps can be a right old 

grueller, and the UK handicapper has hit him a bit for his good last run which could leave him near top 

weight in that race.  This higher-grade handicap might allow more of a racing weight.  Watch the entries 

with interest, Jessica knows her stuff and if he comes here then he will be very interesting. 

 

Rhinestone is a novice in a handicap if selecting this over the novice entries.  He is expected to go to the 

Albert Bartlett after running a good second in the grade 1 staying novice hurdle at Leopardstown.  He 

may just have been outstayed there, and with owner JP having market leaders in the novice races, there 

is a chance he could run here, possibly in preference to Early Doors.  A mark of 144 looks more than 

workable and he would have to be interesting. 

 

The Coral Cup is always difficult, this one more than many at this stage with the shape and content of 

the field more uncertain than ever.  I have to back URADEL in the unlikely event that he makes the cut, 

and will be all over EARLY DOORS if connections prefer this race to the Martin Pipe, with RHINESTONE 

the possible alternative.  Similarly, if Walk To Freedom routes here from the Pertemps then treat that as 

a mighty hint.  Chances are we’ll see all four of those later in the week, but hopefully at least one of 

them will see sense and get in this winnable edition of this race, 

 
 
 
 
For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 
please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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WED:  Race 4 - The Champion Chase - 2 miles  

Selected Current Odds:  2/5 Altior, 5 Min 

The Champion Chase is usually the pinnacle of the 2m chasing programme, but somewhat bizarrely finds 

itself in the role of warm-up race this year.  Such has been the dominance of the mighty Altior that his 

crown has been assumed as unassailable, until the shocking improvement of the previously useful, now 

stunning Cyrname.  He though, like an ardent Brexiteer, is unable to make even the smallest movement 

to the left, and hence will be kept right handed, and the showdown looks lined up for Sandown in April. 

 

So often in sport something pops up to wreck the script, so could anything go wrong here for Altior 

given the prohibitively short price?  Well he is clearly the best horse here with three consecutive festival 

triumphs in stunning fashion in a Supreme, workmanlike in an Arkle, and strong at the death in this 

event last year.  If you stop the tape of his Arkle and Champion Chase runs at the second last you would 

think it would be close, but he really powers up that hill, and the 7l margin of last year’s win came 

entirely from the foot of the last fence.  That he has to battle for 1.8 miles then power away in the last 

0.2 miles is interesting as it may suggest there is not that much room for error, even if his winning 

margins are prolific. We have to look critically given the incredibly short odds, and his last run at Ascot 

gave fuel to the fire.  Yes, he won with ease by a wide margin, but he showed an alarming tendency to 

run down his fences to the left.  Directionally that is not an issue around a left-handed track like 

Cheltenham, but behaviourally it was entirely out of line with previous right-handed wins at Sandown (4 

times) and Kempton (3 times).  Maybe it was an Ascot thing, or just something on the day – but equally 

it could just be a sign of something that might develop.  Given my theory that his easy eventual wins 

come from winning a much more finely balanced mid-race battle, any wayward tendencies, lack of 

concentration or depletion of powers could provide the ingredients for a shock. 

 

Thankfully for those prepared to take the brave line of opposing the hot favourite, the question of what 

you oppose him with is an easy answer. Min has twice chased Altior up the hill at the respectable 

distance of 7l.  When he did it last year it was after travelling the better of the two until between the last 

two fences when Altior hit his overdrive.  Min still put 11l between himself and the rest of the field and 

his distant second said far more about Altior’s extraordinary ability than any failing on Min’s part.  When 

he chased Altior home in the Supreme of 2016  (that should be “THE Supreme”), he was ahead of twice 

Champion Hurdler Buveur D’Air.  He is arguably the second-best horse in training (left handed) and 

warmed up for this with a smooth win in a grade 1 at the Leopardstown festival.  Nothing else in this 

field can match him, and he would be Altior’s price if Henderson’s runner weren’t in the race. 

 

There is nothing in the long grass here.  Altior is obviously the most likely winner, but the value lies in 

opposing with MIN, himself a star horse, in the belief that Altior’s somewhat wayward effort at Ascot 

may have been the small early warning sign of slipping standards. 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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Wed:  Race 5 Glenfarclas Cross Country Chase - 4 miles - cross country  

Selected Current Odds: 1/1 Tiger Roll, 5 Auvergnat, 8 Josies Orders,  
 
It’s the race that is to the Olympics of jump racing what the modern pentathlon is to the Olympics 

of…errr, humans.  Thankfully we will be spared the sight of Derek O’Connor dismounting halfway to do 

some pistol shooting,  

In looking at the Champion Chase, I assessed the likelihood of second best Min, rated 8lbs inferior, 

turning over 2/5 fav Altior.  Unlikely but worth a punt at around 9/2.  Well this race provides a 

compelling second best also at around 9/2 in the shape of Auvergnat.  Twice fourth in this race, he looks 

to have improved with age and experience and put in a career best over regulation fences to run away 

with a valuable handicap at Leopardstown over Christmas, elevating his standard rating to 143.  With 

the promise of decent ground he looks likely to put up a career best Cheltenham showing.  Is he worth a 

punt?  In a word, no. 

The problem is last year’s winner, and Grand National hero, Tiger Roll.  Now a three times festival 

winner, he showed he is in cracking form with an unexpected and easy win in a decent hurdle race last 

time.  He was an easy winner of this race last year, is still only a 9yo, and after his Aintree exploits is 

officially rated 159 over regulation fences.  That means he is officially 16lbs clear of his closest rival – 

twice that of Altior.  Admittedly, a cross country race has capacity for freak error which understandably 

has to be factored into the price – but if he were a similar 2/5 to Altior it would be hard to argue.  He is 

in fact a whole lot more backable than that, and whilst it’s not really in my nature to back too many 

short ones at the Festival, in this case it is a clear opportunity to earn the stake money for the Fred 

Winter (easy come, easy go….). 

Josies Orders is a regular here who will prefer this ground to when well beaten here last year, but is 

surely not quite good enough being probably a length or two behind Auvergnat.  Urgent de Gregaine is a 

horse I like and ran Tiger Roll to 2l last year.  The issues with him are one pulled up run in France since 

and a record that suggest softer ground would be ideal.  Nonetheless, in a field that lacks much depth, 

that run from last year entitles him to be a factor. 

 

TIGER ROLL wins this.  There are probably less form variables for him than most other hotpots at the 

festival, and the main issues are really one of hazard navigation – particularly equine hazards.  The 1-2-3 

of Tiger Roll – Auvergnat – Josies Orders could well yield a dividend, with Frenchman Urgent de 

Gregaine only a factor if it softens up. 

In the past I have tried an across the meeting multiple on some of the solid shorter priced horses – the 

“Willie Wonka” famously coming unstuck with Annie Power’s last flight fall.  This year it’s the time for 

the “Erec and Earnie” and it starts here with TIGER ROLL, then PAISLEY PARK, then SIR EREC.  I won’t be 

backing them all outright, but approximately 10/1 the treble looks good insurance. 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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WED:  Race 6 The Fred Winter Juvenile Novices Handicap Hurdle - 2 

miles  

Selected Current Odds: 7 Band Of Outlaws, 10 Friend Or Foe, 11 Lethal Steps, 12 Konitho,  

On the face of it this should be by far the hardest race in the schedule, lightly raced juveniles is hard 

enough but throw in handicapping and it is truly a puzzle. 

Regular readers of this guide will have read me harping on for years now about how there is a tight 

weight range that works for this race, that you need to be generally near the bottom of the weights, and 

that the class horses often fail to deliver.  That led me last year to plump for a big outsider trained by 

that genius Elliott.  Naturally it was a non-runner and Elliott landed the prize with 33/1 shot Veneer of 

Charm who also fitted the bill. 

Well Elliott has to be a contender this year, as does Joseph O’Brien who seems to have all the best 

juveniles in Ireland this year. 

Band Of Outlaws is Joseph’s apparent number one, and the market leader.  Pretty useful on the flat he 

has improved relentlessly for his three hurdle runs being particularly impressive last time out.  Wouldn’t 

be entirely out of place in the Triumph, but Joseph has more than a few options for that race, so comes 

here off a mark of 139.  I don’t like marks historically much above 134 for this, it is tempting though to 

make an exception here as he looks so progressive, 

Fine Brunello is off the same 139 mark, and I am less inclined to be generous with him, he was 6l behind 

Band Of Outlaws at Limerick, and his matching mark must be an interpretation of his 13l second to Fakir 

D’Oudairies here in January.   I am inclined to think that is slightly false form – it hasn’t worked out too 

well for the few to have run since, and not only might it leave this guy too high, by extension it leaves 

horses like Our Power and Fanfan Du Seuil looking too high. 

Joseph also saddles Konitho, snapped up by owner JP McManus after a strong Naas win by 5l over Lethal 

Steps and Star Max.  He was well beaten at Naas next time nearly 10l behind Band Of Outlaws and a 3lb 

pull doesn’t look enough on that evidence. 

Star Max complete’s Joseph’s squad and off a rating of 131 is the only one of his to fall in the usual 

weight range for this. A 5lb turn around with Konitho is mathematically barely enough, but he has 

improved since then to win at Gowran, and may be able to feature here. 

Gordon is potentially mob handed here too.  Surin has form with a lot of the Triumph Hurdle horses and 

a mark of 136 looks fair on what she has achieved.  Her 3rd last time to Sir Erec is pretty decent, but 

those races came with the benefit of her 7lb claim, and she may not be entirely a fit for this stiff finish. 

Couer Sublime was one of the good early season juveniles.  A mark of 138 is based on those 

achievements, a fall and a poor fourth in his last two runs means he has to turn the clock back here, has 

his sights lowered from the Triumph, has a touch of class, but the preparation is hardly ideal. 

If Gordon is going to land this again, surely it is with Lethal Steps.  An expensive purchase from the flat 

where he was rated 102 for Andrew Balding, he has had the classic three run preparation for this race.  

A debut 5th at Fairyhouse was noticeable for sloppy jumping, that sharpened up when he chased home 
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Konitho at Naas, and its on that form that he seems to have been given his mark of 131.  It is the 

subsequent run at Punchestown that has the Elliott hall-mark, a third run needed for a rating, but 

probably happy with the likely rating he sent this flat miler up in trip for 2m4f at Punchestown.  Good 

practice and finished a nice third.  Job done, and now he turns up here ideally weighted for the race, 

with exactly the right background and trained by a festival genius.  Must have a good shout. 

Paul Nicholls has an excellent record in this and has given Friend Or Foe the “Sanctuaire prep” of one 

small run at Taunton since import from France.  He made all there and whilst the form doesn’t amount 

to much he consequently gets in here off just 128.  That again has him bang in the right range, coming 

from the right kind of yard and a lively contender. 

14 years ago, on the fateful racing weekend in Ireland that started with a fancy for the Irish Gold Cup 

and ended with a wife (Ireland has so much more to offer than you think…), I recall watching a horse 

called Dabiroun running with quiet promise out the back of a grade 1 before winning the inaugural 

running of this race.  Watching the equivalent race this year it was Got Trumped that made a similar 

impression.  He has had plenty of racing and arguably the handicapper has enough lines to pin him 

down, but he runs in Grade 1s as though he has a wee bit more to offer, and although a fraction high in 

the ratings is one for the shortlist. 

Maze Runner off a low weight for Willie Mullins, and Belargus with the classic low weight and three runs 

ending in a win, are the two outsiders that best catch the eye. 

 

Friend Or Foe and LETHAL STEPS are the two from the market leaders that hit the mark on ratings and 

past form, and the Elliott runner looks to have been absolutely laid out for this.  It would seem daft not 

to consider Joseph O’Brien’s entries given his dominant position with juveniles, and at the risk of ending 

up too close to the head of the market, BAND OF OUTLAWS looks easily his best.  These two could fight 

it out, with Got Trumped possibly best of the rest. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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WED:  Race 7 - The Bumper - 2 miles FLAT  
 

Selected Current Odds: 4 Envoi Allen, 5 Blue Sari, 12 Meticulous 

Bumper doesn’t often have great connotations, as in “look at Rufus, isn’t he a bumper” (admittedly my 
dog is no stranger to a sausage..), or “look inside for your bumper 102 page pullout”, or when a Dublin 
cabbie says “hey boys, I’ve got a good one for the bumper…”. 

Actually, that last one came true on the way to Leopardstown, and somewhat amazingly the horse was 
neither trained by Mullins nor indeed trained in Ireland – in are a rare display of non-partisan picking, he 
told us to lump on Paul Nicholl’s Ask For Glory.  In fairness he could be anything after two easy wins in a 
point and in a Chepstow bumper. 

Here lies the problem.  Picking the Bumper winner can feel like trying to pick the Olympic 100m 
champion, with no previous form, based only on the first-round heats.  A stream of likely candidates 
from big stables easing down to comfortably see off the equivalent of a Norwegian, a Sri Lankan and the 
crown prince of Vanuatu. 

Thankfully, the Irish have helped the process by including top notch bumpers at the Dublin racing 
festival to establish a pecking order for geldings and mares, with the mare winner Relegate going on to 
win this last year. 

The big story from those heats was the continued dominance of favourite here Envoi Allen.  A fine 
looking horse he landed the odds-on ridden in confident fashion by Jamie Codd.  Happy to chart a wide 
course, he cruised into the lead and saw things out well in the straight without being challenged.  He 
deserves to be favourite.  I am not wholly convinced he will do as well at this track, his sire does not 
convince me as a Cheltenham sire, with Silver Jaro and Pacha de Polder his festival winners in a long 
track record.  I respect that he is the form horse, but he might be worth taking on. 

Blue Sari is the main market rival from the Willie Mullins yard that made its name dominating this event 
in the days before dominating all the others too.  I am not put off by him being a 4yo – sure they win less 
often but that’s because they have less runners in the race.  He was a runaway winner at Gowran Park 
on his only run – a surprisingly rare Mullins victory in a season where his bumper runners have been 
much more low-key.  He really scooted clear up the stand rail, but perhaps that was the best ground.  JP 
has forked out to put him in the green and gold, but he has a lot more to prove than Envoi and yet is 
almost the same price. 

Get In The Queue leads the home challenge for Harry Fry, and will have plenty of well-wishers for his 
owners who have been cajoled back to the track after temporarily suspending runners after a series of 
awful misfortunes.  It’s hard enough trying to assess the form of an easy bumper win – but nigh on 
impossible when only the last furlong is visible from the Exeter mist as was the case with this fella last 
time.  He looks pretty short in the market, and backers are paying a fog premium for the extra mystery. 

Those who fancy Envoi have to respect the chances of Abacadabras, who ran through the rail when a 
close but held second at Leopardstown, and Meticulous who eventually did finish second.  Envoi Allen 
gets a 3lb pull in the weights, which should confirm the form – but this is a different type of track.  I 
don’t know how much extra Abacadabras has to give, but there may well be more to come from Joseph 
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O’Brien’s Meticulous.  Not a trainer to rush horses, it was noticeable how much this one improved from 
a moderate Leopardstown reappearance at Christmas to finish runner-up to Envoi.  Indeed, it looked as 
if he was momentarily trapped behind weakening horses just as the winner made his move last time, 
and he clearly closed a few lengths down on the run to the line.  This stiffer test can only help, and he 
looks pretty good value to go close. 

Joseph has another in the form of Sempo, and he has shown the stable trait of significant progress, 
turning a promising Leopardstown win into a runaway success at Thurles.  That may not have been 
much of a race but it was a very stylish performance that suggest he is capable of better.  One for the 
shortlist. 

Eden De Houx comes from a stable, David Pipe, that has won this a few times and won one of the better 
UK bumpers when making all at Ascot.  He got the run of the race that day, and on a previous narrow 
Plumpton win you’d have to trust in a lot of improvement to be taking the odds. 

Third to Eden at Ascot was the mare The Glancing Queen for Alan King.  Mares have won the last two 
runnings of this and I like the running style of this mare as she can travel well and has stamina.  Trainer 
King often gets a few big priced horses into the frame at the Festival and it would be no surprise if this 
mare does best of the home team. 

Any number of other outsiders who could be the next Cue Card, but the presence of a good bumper at 
the Dublin festival gives us a solid form-line.  Envoi Allen will be hard to beat, but at this track it may be 
worth supporting Joseph O’Brien’s METICULOUS to turn around that form.  He also has a good chance 
with Sempo, but I will save my cover bet for the huge price for mare THE GLANCING QUEEN. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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THURS:  Race 1 - The JLT Novices Chase - 2 1/2 miles  
 
Selected Current Odds:  3 Lostintranslation, 7/2 Defi Du Seuil 
 
Here’s hoping we will arrive bright and ready for racing.  Last year was the complete contrast after a 

hardy group of us kept the pub open waiting for my wife Tanya to make an epic journey through a storm 

from Ireland, arriving at 3am to the kind of roar usually reserved for tapes-up in the Supreme.  It’s a 

couple of years since she made the full week, but she is setting that straight this year, and Thursday may 

well be hairdresser day.  That is significant, as it was the Wednesday in 2016, when a pint of Mimosa, a 

racecard, and 45 mins in the chair resulted in her emerging with red carpet hair and six consecutive 

winners !!  In her absence the last two years, the rest of us, follically challenged as we are, have still 

come closer to emulating the red carpet hair than the winning streak. 

 

The JLT Chase offers a good start point for anyone looking to start a streak (so to speak).  This 2m5f 

chase looks likely to be dominated by the head of the market where regular rivals Lostintranslation and 

Defi Du Seuil are as hard to split in the betting as they have been on the course. 

 

Lostintranslation won the first of their duels, at this track, when having been passed he battled back up 

the hill to win by just over a length.  He lost out by a similar margin next time at Sandown when Defi 

delayed his challenge until later.  Fans of Lostintranslation will feel that this demanding track, with its 

stiff finish gives a stamina grinder like this guy lots more options to win, whilst a delayed late challenge 

from Defi will be a much tougher job to nuance.  That may be true, but better ground may put more 

emphasis on speed, and a bigger field is unlikely to allow Lostintransaltion the untroubled lead he has 

enjoyed in those recent runs. 

 

I suspect that Defi Du Seuil can confirm that Sandown form.  Jockey Barry Gerraghty was keen to avoid 

joining issue too soon after the manner of that Cheltenham defeat, and even off the home bend was 

happy to sit just off his rival.  He didn’t jump the second last too well and momentarily was as much as 3l 

down, but he quickly made up that ground before pouncing after the last.  He should get more cover 

here in a slightly bigger field, and it is a strong statement of intent from connections to leave him here 

rather than re-route him to the arguably more prestigious 2m Arkle on Tuesday.  Rated 151 after that 

last win, a pound ahead of the second, it is worth bearing in mind his hurdle rating is 157, suggesting 

there is still some added gold to mine over fences. 

 

There is a case to argue that the market leaders’ form essentially comes from running against each 

other, and that an effective even money that one of them win could be a bit short.  If so, who comes 

into the mix?  Reel Steel looks likely to lead the Irish challenge.  He was well beaten in the Albert Bartlett 

last year, but has won two chases after a fall on debut.  Somehow, he has a lofty rating of 152, making 

him top here of the likely runners.  That looks a bit over the top and could be based on some false form 

on his recent Thurles win.  I think his jumping might come under a bit of pressure here as he likes to be 

up near the pace, and he will find Lostintranslation a fluent jumping pace foe.  Not for me. 
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Kildisart won a good handicap here in January and has been hiked up to a mark just 4lbs below the big 

guns.  That has to bring him into the mix and he has long threatened to be a decent animal.  It is worth 

considering though that he was receiving weight that day from Spiritofthegames, and despite the weight 

rise for that win is now only rated that horse’s equal, yet is trading at nearly a third the price.  That may 

reflect punters’ opinions regarding the potential of those horses, but strictly on the book of 

achievement it makes little sense. 

 

Spiritofthegames ran pretty well in the County Hurdle last year and has always looked a good quality 

handicapper.  The comparison with Kildisart is not necessarily to highlight the value in Spirit’s price, 

although he arguably is a bit too long, more to suggest Kildisart has to find a lot of improvement to 

justify his market position. 

 

Willie has a few other cards to play.  The frustrating Voix Du Reve added to his list of last obstacle 

mishaps at Leopardstown, and based on his jumping of fences may prefer a right-handed track.  But his 

two mares, Camelia De Cotte and Pravalaguna are closer to the reckoning here that the market 

suggests.  The benefit of the 7lb mares allowance brings them just a pound or so behind Defi.  

Pravalaguna’s form for me is the more threadbare, her win at Naas last time coming against a stayer for 

whom the 2m trip there would have been no good, add in some sketchy jumping and I can pass on her. 

 

Camelia De Cotte may turn out to be Willie’s best weapon if lining up.  With her allowance she is on an 

effective rating of 150, and she has had bundles of experience.  Admittedly the wheels fell off the wagon 

on her only sighting in better class when well beaten behind the excellent Le Richebourg, but she could 

still be a lively outsider given the ease of her subsequent wins. 

 

You are with or against the main UK form-line, and in the absence of any obvious stars from across the 

water this year, I’d be of the mind to be with.  That then leaves the decision of which one.  For tactical 

purposes, I think DEFI DU SEUIL will benefit from extra cover, and from his rival having to potentially 

over-race to maintain his favoured front-running role.  Don’t expect Barry to hit the front until the last 

fence, or even after – but expect him to be there when it matters most. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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THURS:  Race 2 - The Pertemps Handicap Hurdle - 3 miles  
 
Selected Current Odds:  13/2 Sire De Berlais, 10 First Amendment, Samburu Shujaa,  
 
I am fortunate to have a nice long list of loves of my life, topped of course by Tanya, my dog Rufus, hot 

apple pie with custard, the original Get Carter, Wales beating England at rugby, a second helping of hot 

apple pie with custard, and sitting nicely amongst them all, the Pertemps hurdle final. 

The only race at the festival that demands pre-qualification, horses have to run in one of a list of 

qualifying events, and finish close enough to the places that it helps add some visibility to the form.  The 

last three winners were Irish, although interestingly none of them actually won their qualifiers. 

Fitting that bill nicely is Sire De Berlais.  Well fancied when unsuited by the steady pace of last year’s 

Martin Pipe he stayed on well for fourth off a mark of 144.  Just a pound higher now, that makes logic as 

he hasn’t done much since, but his qualifying run at Leopardstown was a master class in Pertemps 

preparation with the genius of Davy Russell pushing him through from a mile behind to finish a never 

nearer 6th, the minimum required position for qualification.  Not seen since, he has every tick in the 

box, unfortunately that is as evident to the bookies as it is to us. 

Walk To Freedom was second in that qualifier.  He has returned in cracking form this year and was 

possibly unlucky not to win at Leopardstown.  His smooth travelling style and a classy ability to quicken 

are useful assets in this class.  He was put up 3lbs for that run in Ireland to 142, and then the UK 

handicapper has added another 6lbs for fun.  That may make things tricky here as he will be pretty much 

top weight, and whilst say Presenting Percy defied a similar ratings hike and burden two years ago, I 

don’t think Jessica Harrington’s runner here will be challenging for Gold Cup favouritism in a few years.  

Has to have a good chance though despite the burden. 

The last of a trio of likely Irish qualifier placers, is the talented A Toi Phil.  He was 7th in a novice hurdle 

here in his youth.  It is perhaps a little worrying that despite being rated in the mid-150s during a 23 run 

chase career he never made it back here.  But as a 9yo now, he looks likely to take up this option after 

an eye-catching effort in the Punchestown qualifier in February.  Much like Sire De Berlais, he was never 

put into the race until far too late, but passed a bunch of runners up the straight for a fast finishing 

fourth. A mark of 146 is one of the more generous UK re-markings of Irish form and he must have a 

decent chance. 

Cuneo and Thermistocles were first and third respectively in the Leopardstown qualifier.  Cuneo finished 

5th back there at the Dublin festival in a race run not nearly quickly enough for him and he has the 

lightly raced look with 6 hurdles runs, that further improvement could be forthcoming.  Thermistocles 

hasn’t been seen since Christmas, and with just 6 runs himself is another open to improvement. 

The UK challenge is headed by novice Samburu Shujaa who made all to run away with the last chance 

qualifier at Chepstow last month.  Raised just 7lbs for that, he is capable of significant further 

improvement.  He does like to front run, and that could both be challenged and challenging here where 

those Irish raiders will be stacked on his tail waiting to pounce. 

First Assignment won here twice in the Autumn off marks of 125 and 130, but put up his best display 

when running Paisley Park to a close finish at Haydock shortly after.  That was off 135 and the winner is 
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now rated 25lbs higher.  His subsequent 3rd at Warwick would not be enough, but that was his 

qualifying run for this, and it would be no surprise if trainer Ian Williams left plenty to work on, wanting 

to only qualify given his mark was high enough.  Off 142 here, he looks the best of the home defence. 

Aaron Lad is an improver for a stable who like to target his race.  He won the Cheltenham qualifier in 

December, and raised 9lbs for that cosy win he has also been kept off the track since preserving that 

mark.  That looks a bit high now in the context of those around him in the weights.   

Cap York won the Punchestown qualifier for this in good style. With just 5 hurdles runs, he is another 

open to plenty of improvement.  He went up 8lbs for that win domestically, which looks a bit cautious, 

amplified by the UK assessors additional 4lbs on top, and that may now be asking more than his 

progress can match. 

If there is a lively outsider it could be Wait For Me.  Third here in the Bumper, 4th in a County Hurdle (off 

139), 9th in a County (off 135), and then a weakening 10th in this last year (off 142), he looked to have 

benefitted from a wind op when a staying on third in the Wincanton qualifier – notable for its shorter 

distance.  Now rated 136, that gets him in here on a decent racing weight.  Will prefer better ground to 

last year when he threatened before fading.  Could last a lot longer with better wind and better ground. 

 

This looks booked for one of those shrewdly campaigned Irish runners, however the shortlisted trio of 

Sire De Berlais, A Toi Phil and Walk To Freedom have all made the bookies shortlist too.  If in doubt trust 

Gordon, so SIRE DE BERLAIS has to make the ticket.  First Assignment makes appeal but again has found 

the bookies eye, whilst Cuneo may be more like a value option.  Instead given the shortness of Sire De 

Berlais, I will balance the ticket with the more speculative WAIT FOR ME. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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THURS:  Race 3 - The Ryanair Chase - 2 1/2 miles 

  

Selected Current Odds: 7-2 Footpad, 4 Monalee, 6 Un De Sceaux, Frodon,  
 
Nothing like as enjoyable as the Aer Lingus chase, but in fairness more likely to start on time.  The 

upstart championship race sponsored by the upstart airline, and this year a free-for-all of those double-

booked on the more prestigious flights to the Gold Cup and Champion Chase. 

Min has a reservation here, but looks more likely to take his seat in the Champion Chase.  I like him 

there as the only viable alternative to the mighty Altior and surely there is more merit in him running 

there than stretching his stamina over this trip for a lesser prize.   

Willie looks more likely to run last year’s Arkle winner Footpad, a horse with more proven trip versatility.  

After winning everything last year with some tidy fast jumping, so far this season has been the Mr. Hyde, 

with an ugly last fence departure when beaten at Naas followed by defeat to the ageing journeyman 

Simply Ned at Christmas.  Neither of those runs entitle him to be a market leader here, and those taking 

the odds must hope he is as least as good as he was as a novice, and that seems unlikely. 

Monalee is the Mr. Reliable here. A good runner up to Presenting Percy in the longer RSA last year, he 

fell in a crazy Punchestown afterwards.  His first run this year was probably needed, and he ran a blinder 

when second to Kemboy over 3 miles before looking to have improved stepped back to this trip with a 

professional win at Gowran.  He will race prominently and he will race well.  He may be a few pounds off 

top class, but then that is often what this race is about. 

Un De Sceaux is a veteran, with an Arkle win, a second in a Champion Chase, a win in this race, and then 

another second in this race last year.  Now an 11yo, he has been given a shrewdly quiet preparation, 

with just one run when 4l behind Altior at Sandown.  That could be argued to be just about the best 

form on offer here.  I’d certainly back him to be his stable’s best chance, and would put no-one off him 

at these prices, I just wonder if an 11yo can win such a competitive event. 

Frodon has been superb all season and is another example of how his trainer Paul Nicholls can somehow 

keep finding more in these chasers just when you think you have them pegged.  The Gold Cup has been 

declared as the target after his win over 3m here in January, but as a horse who needs an attacking front 

running ride, surely this trip is much more suitable than the gruelling Gold Cup.  I hope he switches as he 

would be a joy to watch in this race. 

Top Notch is the Premier Inn of horse racing – doesn’t quite live up to its name.  In fairness Top Notch 

gets a hell of a lot closer, having run second in a Triumph, fifth in a Champion Hurdle and second in a JLT 

in his previous festival visits.  He returned with a respectable run over hurdles this season before a 

smooth Kempton win against some decent rivals.  Never worse than fifth in his career, he will almost 

certainly maintain that run here, and at least a place beckons. 

Al Boum Photo completes the main Mullins team.  He travelled well for a long way in last year’s RSA and 

was probably just starting to tire when falling two out, He may well have won the subsequent 

Punchestown Grade 1 before a jockey brain-fade caused him to run out at the last.  He has had just the 

one run this season when an easy winner at Tramore.  The Gold Cup is in the mix for this fella as well, 
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again I think he might be better suited in this race, where he would be a match for Monalee on previous 

form. 

A number of good horses are at backable prices.  Last year’s winner Balko Des Flos would have to have a 

chance if side-stepping the Gold Cup, but this looks a better race than the one he won last year. The 

same reservation applies to Politilogue who was only good enough for fourth last year. 

The most interesting of the outsiders is Janika for Nicky Henderson.  Prolific in France over fences, he 

ran a decent race in defeat at Ascot on his UK debut before an even better race in defeat here in a 

handicap in January.  That was off 150, and he was raised to 156 after that.  In fairness he might have 

10lbs to find to compete here, but he found plenty for his debut, and he looked in January like a horse 

capable of competing in this class.  Whether he will be allowed to given he shares connections with 

Footpad and Top Notch looks unlikely, but take note if he does run here as an each way possible. 

 

The Irish challenge continue to look inseparable, except perhaps for ageing titan Un De Sceaux,  It is 

hard to believe Frodon was heavily beaten in this last year and now comes as a major contender if 

choosing this over the Gold Cup.  Top Notch is sure to go close, but less likely to actually win.  Of them 

all, FRODON has the most cast-iron recent credentials.  A decision on his preparation may be a late call, 

but I think trainer Nicholls is getting customarily bullish about his Clan Des Obeaux in the Gold Cup, and 

will want to split his forces to maximise his chances of picking up some big prizes.  That is ideal as this is 

the race for Frodon. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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THURS:  Race 4 - The Stayers Hurdle - 3 1/4 miles  

Selected Current Odds: 7-4 Paisley Park, 5 Faugheen. 8 Supasundae, 14 Kilbricken Storm 
 

The head of the market here is rich with the diverse storylines of National Hunt racing with an intriguing 

cast of characters.  A young pretender favourite, Paisley Park, for an immensely popular trainer and a 

heart-warmingly enthusiastic blind owner.   Mister consistency in Supasundae, 15 races in two years 

without finishing out of the frame, so often so near.  And the ageing old champ, Faugheen, looking to 

find one last surge from battle scarred legs, and show us one last glimpse of his glorious past. 

Paisley Park is the short-priced favourite based on a surge through the ranks this season.  He is a long 

way from the horse who was tailed off in last year’s Albert Bartlett.  He surprised many by winning the 

Long Walk at Ascot, but left even that display in the shade when absolutely slaughtering the field in the 

Cleeve hurdle here in January.  That display had all the hallmarks of a Stayers Hurdle winner, often 

running lazily, which actually helps conserve energy. So, although not always travelling well, in the 

mould of Inglis Drever and Big Bucks (six wins in this between them), he was able to surge clear in the 

closing stages against others who had expended too much energy with their early enthusiasm.  Now 

rated 168, and arguably with room to improve, he is a worthy favourite for a small yard who have 

festival wins in their credentials.  The fact that no other UK runner is quoted at a single figure price may 

reflect the dominance of that Cleeve Hurdle win, but also may reflect the level of UK staying hurdling. 

This is worth bearing in mind given the array of Irish talent lined up to challenge. 

Supasundae was a 2 length runner up on this race last year.  He continues to race with admirable 

consistency, but the impressions is that he will need a mass failing to get the first prize here.  For sure he 

will run to his best form, and with that not guaranteed across the full list of contenders then he looks a 

Placepot banker, but I doubt he will improve on last year’s placing. 

Faugheen is now an 11yo and that surely is asking too much.  However, before we put a line through 

him it is worth bearing a few things in mind.  Officially he enters the race as the highest rated contender 

(169).  An imperious two-time Cheltenham champion in his younger days he has only ever completed a 

3m race twice – as a novice on deep ground, and as recently as Punchestown last April when he dished 

out a 13l trouncing of Penhill courtesy of making all the running.  His defeat to Sharjah first time out 

over 2m looked disappointing but that horse has been running well since, and then he fell two out in his 

third ever 3m run when a few lengths behind the pace setting Apples Jade at Leopardstown over 

Christmas.  He is very tempting from a tactical perspective as he may well get an untroubled lead.  

Recency bias dictates that a horse like Paisley Park is favoured – and let’s be clear, recency bias matters 

in racing which is why we wouldn’t be backing a 16yo Big Buck’s if he turned up (ok maybe a little each 

way).  But Faugheen has plenty of back-class, and a good hurdler at shorter trips can be very dangerous 

in this division when proven to stay – like Nichols Canyon who won this two years ago despite being a 

much lesser hurdler than Faugheen. 

If anyone is going to crash the party then it could come via the old route of failing chaser.  Of course Big 

Buck’s epitomised this, and this year it is Kilbricken Storm who leaves a poor chasing career behind to 
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revert to the course and distance over which he won his Albert Bartlett last year.  We need to excuse 

two terrible chase runs and look back at the novice hurdle form.  It was no fluke as a very close third to 

the strong Next Destination and Delta Work at Punchestown afterwards showed.  That may have been a 

good Albert Bartlett last year – a young Paisley Park was tailed off, and the placed horses, OK Corral, 

Santini and Ballyward are all big favourites for novice chases here this year.  He looks fairly dismissively 

priced, which must be a function of that chasing form. 

 

A fascinating race. The easy pick and likely winner is Paisley Park, but the price has long gone and it is 

debatable that he represents value at what now looks pretty skinny odds.  I can’t have Supasundae, so I 

am left with the light of yesteryear Faugheen, and the failed chaser Kilbricken Storm.  I am sorely 

tempted by Faugheen, a horse I have never backed in his previous 20 races (more fool me, he’s won 14 

of them), but at 11, and with the defection of Penhill he looks just too short in the market.  Instead it 

may be worth trying some each way money on KILBRICKEN STORM stepping back over hurdles. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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THURS:  Race 5 - The Festival Plate - 2 1/2 miles  

Selected Current Odds: 8 Janika, Siruh Du Lac, 20 Roaring Bull 

"When Alexander of Macedonia was 33, he cried salt tears because there were no more worlds to 

conquer".........an epic statement of ancient history from the great dartsman Sid Waddell (followed by 

the legendary line.."Bristow's only 27").  Fortunately, the Festival Plate maintains its annual mystery and 

ensures that I always have a new world to conquer.  Last year I tipped a non-runner who then won the 

Irish National the following month - I am not sure if that means I'm getting any closer to breaking the 

hoodoo!! 

 

The head of this market is dominated by the trials day here in January. There the useful Siruh Du Lac 

held off top-weight Janika for a narrow in up the hill.  The key first impression there was that Janika had 

run too freely, and came to win, only to just run dry late on.  This bigger field should help him relax as 

will the added experience since coming over from France, and a pound turn in the weights only helps.  

That may not be entirely generous to Siruh, who really tried hard that day and should enjoy this more 

taxing track.  Not likely to be much between them again, and for all that I like Janika, he may just find 

Siruh tough enough again. 

A huge number of English horses near the top of the market, yet the Irish have very successfully 

plundered this in recent years.  A Gordon Elliott trained novice is a good place to start, and Gigginstown 

usually offer up a few candidates given how many staying chasers they own.  Gun Digger looks a likely 

type, He was a good, if fortunate winner at Leopardstown, and it may be worth forgiving a well beaten 

fourth on ground that may have been too fast for him last time. 

The same combination may also run Roaring Bull and he is of definite interest.  A winner at Fairyhouse, 

he bombed out on fast ground at Thurles next time, but that was reversed in style when pouring in on 

late in the race to grin out a win at Naas next time.  That was off 127 and the Irish handicapper slapped 

him up 12lbs for that, the UK assessor then adding one for luck.  Maybe he has two ways of running, or 

maybe he needs the emphasis on stamina.  He is qualified for the novice handicap on Tuesday, but 

connections are some of the shrewdest in the game, and I hope they target this more gruelling event as 

it looks likely to be a much better fit to his running style. 

I have to make the obligatory mention of Speaker Connolly here – I am very sweet on him to win today, 

just an hour or so later in the Kim Muir.  Entered pretty much everywhere but the mares hurdle, this 

would probably qualify as the second best potential fit, as the stiff 2m5f will certainly suit.  I’ll be backing 

him wherever whenever, but hoping it’ll be later in the day. 

Whilst fully expecting my usual Plate fate, I will of course back Speaker Connolly if racing here, but in his 

expected absence, ROARING BULL gets the prime vote as he fits the bill nicely.  SIRUH DU LAC looks 

marginally best of the home team as he can grind down Janika again over this course. 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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THURS:  Race 6 - The Mares Novice Hurdle - 2 miles  

Selected Current Odds: 2 Epatante, 7-2 Honeysuckle, 20 Indefatigable, 100-1 Igiveashit 

Foinavon’s Grand National. Norton’s Coin’s Gold Cup and a moment of humility from Matt Chapman – 

to this list of the biggest shocks in racing we can now add a mares novice hurdle in which Willie Mullins 

does not have the favourite, nor even a runner quoted at single figure odds. 

This extraordinary turn of events may at least make the race more of a betting event rather than the 

usual opportunity to get in some spicy noodles in the Guinness Village before the Kim Muir. 

In the Mullins role we instead have Henry de Bromhead who saddles favourites Honeysuckle and 

Sinoria.  De Bromhead is descended from Gonville de Bromhead, famously portrayed by Michael Caine 

in that epic movie Zulu.  My good wide Tanya despairs at the number of times she walks in to find me 

watching Zulu – it’s not that I set out to do so – something loses a shoe on the way to the start, you flick 

through some channels, and there’s Stanley Baker et al behind a wall of grain bags holding off a Zulu 

army with little more than a rousing chorus of Men Of Harlech.  Classic. 

The cavalry famously deserts de Bromhead at Rourke’s Drift, but Henry will be hoping his cavalry have 

more success here.  Honeysuckle in particular has looked a class act this season, with effortless wins at 

Fairyhouse (twice) and Thurles.  Her latest effort was probably her best, she’s bred to enjoy this likely 

surface, and has an uncomplicated way of racing.  She is by some margin the best bet of those at the 

head of the market, but I think there could be value in an upset. 

Stablemate Sinoria is a proper battler and will want this run at a strong gallop to emphasise her stamina.  

She doesn’t look to have quite the class of Honeysuckle, but she is sure to give of her best, and has a 

chance of making the frame. 

Epatante was a star of the French bumper scene and has had two facile wins for Nicky Henderson at 

Kempton and at Exeter. She clearly has the potential to be very good, but we have absolutely no way of 

knowing – her Kempton win was a terrible race, those beaten having competed 20 times since without 

success, and she was 1/6 at Exeter so weak was the opposition.  It’s a guess but one the bookies are 

asking you to pay for with prohibitive short odds. 

Posh Trish has the domestic form in the book, with a busy five run build up including four wins.  She 

looks a proper little professional and won nicely at Taunton last time.  She isn’t often mentioned in 

despatches from the Nicholls yard, and the impression is of a solid trier rather than one with a touch of 

class.  Still a hard-earned rating of 145 clearly gives her frame prospects. 

Willie will be reaching for the stars with the S Club – Salsaretta, Sancta Simona, and My Sister Sarah.  

Salsaretta fell late in this race last year on her debut after import from France.  A big mare she was 

plugging on like a horse who needed further.  It looks like Willie was thinking the same as after a good 

first win this season he went to the 2m6f Grade 1 at Leopardstown where she unseated early.  This race 

may not have a Laurina in it, but Salsaretta was probably going to finish behind 3 or 4 others last year 

and a similar fate awaits. 
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Sancta Simona has a good record on paper, but the form looks a little thin.  Willie thought enough of her 

to run her in the Grade 1 over Christmas against the boys. Second there sounds good but she was 10l off 

the winner.   

My Sister Sarah battled well to land the odds at Fairyhouse in January – and on a line through the 

second she is probably around a half dozen lengths off Honeysuckle.  Willie may find more improvement 

but surely a place at best awaits. 

Nicky Henderson has more guns to fire than just Epatante.  Both Daphne Du Clos and Elusive Belle have 

to overcome recent disappointments, but Lust For Glory is on a roll.  On her Newbury defeat giving 

weight to Posh Trish there shouldn’t be as much between them on the course as much as there is in the 

betting.  Again, looks short of the class to win, but place chances. 

Of the outsiders, I am keen on Paul Webber’s Indefatigable.  This mare needs to find a bit on her defeat 

to Posh Trish at Taunton, but as she showed when surging home to run the useful and idling Lady 

Buttons close at Doncaster, this mare really needs a strong run race and a stiff finish to bring her 

stamina in to play.  She didn’t get that at Taunton, or at Doncaster – nonetheless she has earned a rating 

of 138, and gets no penalty here.  That leaves her officially 2lbs to find on Posh Trish, and 5lbs to find on 

Epatante, she can find that granted a more suitable style of race and she looks significantly overpriced. 

 

Of the favourites, Honeysuckle has far less to prove than the rest and has to go close.  But I can’t believe 

the odds available for INDEFATIGABLE as I can see this race suiting her to perfection, and she can wear 

down the fancied horses on the long uphill run to the line.  My race highlight would be to see de 

Bromhead gazing at the top of Cleeve Hill and saying “that’s damn funny…sounds like a train.. in the 

distance…” (don’t worry Henry, it literally is the steam-train from Toddington) 

 

 

. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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THURS:  Race 7- Kim Muir Handicap Chase - 3 1/4 miles - Amateurs  

Selected Current Odds: 7 Measureofmydreams, 8 Its All Guesswork, 14 Noe McGinty 20 
Speaker Connolly 

And so the grand old Kim Muir, the faithful friend of this guide, and the highest concentration of cheek-

pieces this side of The Planet Of The Apes.  Hideously unfashionable but highly effective at getting 

veterans to run faster, like fitting Mo Farah in Speedos, the sheer indignity spurring them to get it over 

with and back in the changing rooms.  Last year’s winner was sporting them for the first time, helping 

him hold off our pick Mall Dini – damn you cheekpieces, damn you all to hell…. 

My good friend Andy is the OG of the Kim Muir – and for those of you wondering on the much-debated 

origin of OG, in this case it is most definitely, Old Geezer.  This is the race he targets all season.  Getting 

his pre-Cheltenham, soberly selected tip, sometimes lacks the liquid inspiration of some of his more 

visionary late Wednesday night, post-Biryiani picks – but has been a fine indicator on the few occasions 

it has coincided with my own view.  This year is one of those happy events… 

OK, so by now you may be fed up of me mentioning Speaker Connolly – but Alan Fleming’s horse is 

absolutely one to side with at the Festival, and of all his options this is the one that stands out a mile – 

take the hint Alan!!.  A novice who had shown very little until making handicap debut at Leopardstown 

over Christmas he was a revelation when, despite a string of jumping errors, he dished out a 

comfortable beating to Poker Party, the two well clear,  That runner up has advertised the form with 

two good subsequent wins, whilst Speaker himself ran with credit returning to Leopardstown over the 

same 2m4f trip on unsuitably fast ground,  He struggled for rhythm but stayed on really well over the 

last half mile for third.  A longer trip looks a must and looks sure to bring about yet more improvement, 

whilst experience can only add to his jumping fluency. Rated 132 after that he has been bumped up a 

big looking 7lbs by the UK assessor, but he needed that to get a run here, and he almost certainly has 

more in hand if he can put together a decent round. 

It’s All Guesswork caught everyone’s eye over hurdles last time after a short layoff.  He will need quite a 

few to drop out to squeeze in here but if he does then he looks a well handicapped horse for the genius 

Gordon Elliott.  Sure to have a top jockey booked if he makes it in the only drawback is the attention of 

the bookies who have definitely seen him coming.  Still sure to have a big chance. 

The bookies like his stablemate Measureofmydreams.  He was useful in his youth, and was a good third 

in the 4m novice here close behind Minella Rocco and Native River – which has obviously proven to be 

amazing form.  He lost his way after that, but 2 years off and a switch to Gordon looked to have done 

something when a fair 3rd of 5 in a small race at Fairyhouse last month.  Now down to 137 and 

generously left alone by the UK ratings, he is clearly well handicapped if getting back anywhere near his 

best. 

JP McManus likes this race and gets his pick of some of the best Irish amateurs to ride.  Squouateur has 

been a massive festival gamble in the past, beaten in a Martin Pipe at an incredible 9/4, then unseating 

in this as 5/1 favourite, and again when 3rd here last year at 5/1.  He has since moved from Elliott to 

Haslam, a suggestion that he is off the “A team”, after alphabet soup form of BB0PF.  Watch the market 

though… 
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JP’s hopes may be better carried by Any Second Now and No Comment.  Ted Walsh trains Any Second 

Now, which would make for a post race interview that could take us through Easter if he wins.  He might 

do so, as he ran a cracker in a leading Irish handicap over Christmas.  He is another however where the 

market is being very cautious – he was sent off favourite for the Close Bros chase last year when 9th, 

and he may not have enough to spare to justify the price. 

No Comment is interesting as he is another horse often punted.  He very much fits the profile for this 

race having been fairly lightly raced over fences and especially so this season.  This looks like a plan for 

Philip Hobbs and he could be the new Pendra, often close for the same owner in this race off super-light 

preparations. 

The main home challenge however could be the novice Now McGinty if running here. He was rated 142 

when heading into the grade 1 Reynoldstown Chase at Ascot last time and ran a mighty race to finish 

second to Mister Malarkey.  He couldn’t quite command the battle for the lead there and looked likely 

to drop out when passed, but he fought back to be a closing second.  He has the option of the 4m race, 

but a generous 3lb rise leaves him on the 145 ratings cap for this race and offers it up as an options.  He 

will be a player of he takes it. 

I am starting to tire of backing Theatre Territory after 10 chase defeats, no wins but never out of the first 

four.  She will struggle to get in here off just 130, but were there to be a mass exodus then I dare say I’ll 

have to have a little each way. 

The last Irish one to note is Vieux Morvan, second at Leopardstown in last year’s Dublin Festival and 

again in the big handicap there at Christmas, he has been awful elsewhere, but that does show a 

propensity for being peaked on the big day.  He does though look like a flat track horse to my eyes. 

 

Love, love, love the Kim Muir.  Have to be backing the progressive SPEAKER CONNOLLY who is 

unexposed at this trip and can improve past some stiff handicapping if this is his festival choice.  With 

due respect to the obvious claims of Measureofmydreams and particularly It’s All Guesswork, I have to 

think that a recent Grade 1 novice runner up off 145 is pretty tasty in this company, so NOW MCGINTY 

has to be on the ticket if opting to go here. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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FRI:  Race 1 The Triumph Hurdle - 2 miles for novices aged 4 years old  
 
Selected Current Odds: 1-1 Sir Erec, 8 Quel Destin, 14 Gardens Of Babylon 
 
Gold Cup day opens with a question that has been burning a hole in the national conscience and has us 

all baffled by the likely outcome – in a word – “Broxit”.  That’s right, will my good friend Phil have 

reached a last second deal to squeeze into the long unseen, but unfortunately not forgotten, brown 

corduroy suit?  The markets have been fluctuating in anticipation and those backers, Phil himself and 

Mark, will doubtless be nervous at the potential last gasp Guinness and curry risk, whilst those who have 

laid Phil (Pete, in the gambling sense of course), will be hoping that his sartorial pride can throw an 

additional late spanner in the works.  Word has it that negotiations have floundered on the possibility of 

the tweed backstop, and there is the terrifying prospect of a no-suit outcome that will leave us all facing 

an appalling dangling uncertainty.  

The Triumph Hurdle has become something of a refuge for short price hotpots since the advent of the 

Fred Winter weeded out the deadwood and created a true elite event.  And this year that hotpot is Sir 

Erec. 

Young Joseph O’Brien has been blessed with high powered patronage since setting up training, but in 

fairness, with numerous big winners from staying chases to Melbourne Cups, there comes a time to set 

aside misgivings and recognize the results.  He made his name shadow-training his dad’s Ivanovich 

Gorbatov to win this race a few year ago, and he has emerged as the force in juvenile hurdler training in 

Ireland this year, and with the paucity of UK talent, by default the force full stop.  At the top of that tree 

is Sir Erec. 

Rated a monstrous 109 on the flat for his dad, and only a couple of lengths behind Group 1 legend 

Stradavarius, he was by far the biggest name of the slate of horses moved over from Ballydoyle at the 

end of the flat season – a conveyor belt likely to fuel further juvenile success for Joseph in years to 

come.  He is the apple of the eye, and although mostly workmanlike in debut victory, he improved 

massively in the key grade 1 trial for this at Leopardstown in February.  Allowed a soft lead he dictated 

the gallop, stacked up the field on the home bend and then kicked again, winging the last for an easy 

success.  He clearly is the top dog going into this.  He may not get such a tactical gift however, but will 

still be very hard to beat, and will be most people’s idea of the Friday banker.  Unusually for a jumper, 

Sir Erec remains “entire”, which might explain his bold jumping, and also why he ran from the front last 

time in a race containing the mare Surin, avoiding the risk of “romance”. (You had me at “neigh”?) 

With stablemates Fakir D’Oudairies (Supreme) and Band Of Outlaws (Fred Winter) likely to go 

elsewhere, Joseph may rely on only one other from his stellar string, Leopardstown runner up Gardens 

Of Babylon.  This can be seen both as a compliment to Sir Erec that the stable do not feel the need to 

attack this prize en masse, but also to Gardens Of Babylon that he alone is considered worthy of joining 

the big favourite in the line-up.  Three hurdle runs, all finishing very close to the mare Surin suggest 

consistency, but at a level a full step behind Sir Erec.  If there is encouragement it is the battling manner 

in which the last few furlongs are usually his best.  He ran on really well at Leopardstown, and that kind 

of finishing effort is essential here in a race where they invariable strike for home far too soon and 

struggle up the hill.  He looks a very lively outsider in a field that lacks depth. 
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Quel Destin is the UK’s Mr. Consistency (courtesy of import from France of course).  He has run up a 

sequence of wins in the best domestic trials.  He rarely wins easily or by far, but most importantly he 

wins.  He has the tools in the box, travels well, quickens and finds plenty under pressure.  He has spent 

the whole season looking like the honest understudy waiting for a late star to arrive.  The briefly dazzling 

but immediately injured Fusil Raffles was probably the one, and with him gone the understudy finds 

himself in the limelight.  Guaranteed to run well, but probably not value to upset the favourite. 

A more intriguing prospect should he line up is Quel Destin’s unseen stablemate Pic D’Orhy.  Brought 

over from France but not yet sighted, his French form suggests he could be one to keep a very close eye 

on. Seven hurdle runs at the stiff Auteuil track means he won’t lack for experience, and they include a 

10l thumping of Konitho (now with Joseph and a Fred Winter market leader), and a 16l thrashing of Fakir 

D’Oudairies (who would be second fav if running here).  Form and experience is there, but he has been 

off the track since November. And for all the French horses who prosper when brought over, there are 

an equal number who fail to translate “le form”.  One to watch in the market, but with strong stable 

vibes for the chances of Quel Destin, at this stage I don’t expect Pic to pocket this prize. 

There could be room in the frame for an outsider but each way terms are likely to be stingy once you 

rule the win component out as a potential return. 

 

Sir Erec clearly looks the one to beat here, and it is tempting just to back the evens and move on with a 

free shot at the County Hurdle, but I am keen to have something on the slugger GARDENS OF BABYLON, 

which would immediately diminish any minor Sir Erec returns.  With each way unpalatable here, a small 

win on the Gardens looks the only sensible option. 

And if you do see a man poured into a brown corduroy suit then say hello to Phil, (it has to be him, 

and/or Jerry from The Good Life…) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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FRI:  Race 2 - The County Handicap Hurdle - 2 miles  
 
Selected Current Odds; 8 Wonder Laish, 14 Uradel, 16 Capitaine 

Old Kenny Rogers sets us a bit of a conundrum here – are we the Coward of The County, or time to be 

The Gambler.  Not too tricky for me as I love this race and I know when to hold’em, and I sure won’t be 

folding ‘em !! 

Mohaayed did this guide a massive favour when taking this at monster odds last year on what was a 
Friday to remember.  He’ll be back again this year but another big win at Ascot takes him to a mark of 
153, a full stone up on last year, and faithful as I am, that is surely too much. 

The Irish trained Wonder Laish is the general market leader.  His trainer Charles Byrnes regularly has the 
bookies running with his gambles, and this may be his best horse.  He won two handicaps with notable 
ease at the end of last year, but you do have to forgive a total no-show when miles behind in a handicap 
at the Dublin festival last time.  That was too bad to be true, and on earlier running he has a chance, but 
a mark of 148 is giving him no favours and he is probably priced too short off the back of the trainer 
being a marked man. 

Southfield Stone represents Paul Nicholls who certainly knows how to win this race.  He is a novice with 
just five hurdle runs, but that makes him hard to assess.  He has finished third to Elixir de Nutz and 
Grand Sancy and recently beat Angels Breath all of whom are fancied for Tuesday’s Supreme, so look for 
the form boost there.  That said this guy looks every inch a chaser in the making to me, and I am far 
from convinced he is a County Hurdle type.  I’d prefer him in a Martin Pipe, or even more skipping and 
waiting for Aintree. 

Nicholls though could still be on the mark with the grey Capitaine.  He has stepped back from a chasing 
campaign and had a mid-season wind operation (front end not back end…not naming names but there’d 
be one or two in our Cheltenham party who could do with a wind op at both ends…).  He returned from 
that in a nice little race at Taunton and I have rarely seen a performance that exuded such good health 
and form.  He tanked along in the race and jockey Harry Cobden seemed unperturbed by taking him 
wide and showing him daylight.  It was the kind of run that normally looks fantastic until the tank runs 
dry, except this time it didn’t and he won a little cosily.  I think there is big improvement to come by 
settling him in behind and riding him with a more daring waiting ride, and his margin of victory ensured 
he didn’t go up too much.  Nicholls immediately targeted this race and he looks a top contender.  His 
course form is limited to one run when he looked good until fading badly late on – hopefully the wind op 
will have sorted that, and he is worth a flutter. 

Picking a runner from most of the others is almost as hard a picking a winner.  Willie Mullins always does 
well here and his Uradel is a well weighted horse and a strong fancy for Festival honours.  He is market 
leader for the Coral Cup but needs a lot of help to get in there.  He might squeeze in here, but I am 
hoping he’ll make the Martin Pipe where the extra 4f will surely suit more than this race.  If he does 
make it in then he will be well worth a look, albeit the bookies absolutely know he’s coming. 

Whiskey Sour led over the last in this as a novice last year off 141, and returns now off 144.  His last 
hurdles run was a slightly disappointing effort in the Galway Hurdle, which was sandwiched between 
decent efforts on the flat at Royal Ascot and York.  Mohaayed was beaten in this as a novice before 
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returning to win, so it’s far from impossible, especially if Willie can have sweetened up the Sour with his 
break since November. 

Willie also has Mr. Adjudicator who was runner up in the Triumph Hurdle here last year to the re-
opposing Farclas. And he is 2lbs better off.  The fourth there, Apple’s Shakira is 4lbs better off.  The 
question with all of them is how good was that form, and the answer seems to be well below scratch for 
that race.  Mr Adjudicator is best fancied of the three, and probably rightly so.  The Farclas campaign 
smacks of trying to get him well handicapped, but I am not sure he has been shown enough leniency.  
The likelihood is that all three will struggle here. 

Dream Du Grand Val is well fancied for Nicky Henderson.  He’ll need to be progressing quickly as he was 
comfortably beaten here on UK debut in a handicap off 124, and after two easy small field novice hurdle 
wins, would be returning now off 139.  I am not sure he has shown that degree of improvement, let 
alone the extra he would then need to win a race this competitive. 

There will no Coward of the County here, I am sweet on CAPITAINE who was bouncing with good form 
at Taunton, and in the hope that the wind operation continues to work the miracle, he is a tasty bet.  
Willie Mullins is the other man to look out for here, and has two in the same ownership in Uradel and 
WHISKEY SOUR with the last named likely to target this with a fair chance of improving on last year’s 
third. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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FRI:  Race 3 The Albert Bartlett Novice Hurdle - 3m  

 
Selected Current Odds: 7 Commander Of Fleet, Lisnagar Oscar, 8 Birchdale, Dickie Diver 
 
I love the Albert Bartlett.  A big bunch of babies slogging endlessly around Cheltenham until all the class 

horses have had enough and some gutsy little slugger gets crowned champion.  You can watch the start, 

read a book, catch a movie, dinner, solve the Brexit backstop and still be back in time for the closing 

stages.  But whose colours will still be visible through the brandy and cigar smoke? 

Of the likely favourites, the green and gold of Birchdale offers course winning form.  That may have been 

slightly fortuitous after the last flight fall of Brewin Up A Storm, but it was good form nonetheless.  He 

looks the type to enjoy the likely better ground, but with just two hurdle wins and a point to point to his 

name in three runs, although unbeaten he is also inexperienced. Typically experience counts for a lot 

here, the race is so demanding that any expenditure of nervous energy is lethal come the closing stages.  

At the odds he doesn’t appeal. 

Lisnagour Oscar has reached the upper market echelons precisely because he does have the perfect 

credentials for his race.  Rebecca Curtis has a fine track record with her staying hurdlers and has landed 

this prize before.  This guy has had six career starts and four over hurdles, He was second here in 

December over this trip and won a good 3m race in fine fashion at Haydock last time.  That December 

course race is one of two key trials UK trials, with the last two UK trained winners having won that race. 

The Haydock race is another key trial with another recent UK winner having triumphed there.  His 

credentials are therefore rock solid and it is clear that he will be a major force here.  Good going last 

time suited, as his breeding suggested it might, and his relaxed running style is ideal. 

The winner of that December Cheltenham trial was the enigmatic Rockpoint.  12 times a hurdler runner 

he brings by far the most experience to bear.  Unfortunately, his form since December has tailed off 

alarmingly, including finishing 20l behind Lisnagour Oscar at Haydock last time.  As a consequence, he is 

priced as a wild outsider. But not every horse likes Haydock and his defeat at Warwick came making his 

own running.  I wouldn’t put you off a wild quid each way if you fancy a long shot. 

The primary Irish trial has been a 3m novice hurdle at Limerick at the turn of the year which has been 

won by the last two Irish winners of this race (and in the distant past by the likes of Faugheen).  This year 

it was won by the hardy Derrinross.  Again, he fits the bill nicely here as he has had five hurdle runs and 

is battle hardened.  The issue for him looks more likely to be one of ground conditions.  He has ploughed 

through the mud like a…well, plough, and were there to be a sudden downpour then I could half expect 

him to move to favourite.  As it is, his participation is in itself in some doubt and it doesn’t look likely to 

be wet enough for him to show his best. 

There is a risk to the status of that Limerick event as the Irish guide, and that is the newly instigated 

staying novice hurdle at the Dublin Racing Festival.  That saw the tough Commander Of Fleet battle to a 

hard fought win over the useful Rhinestone.  This looked a quality event with last year’s bumper winner 

Relegate a staying on fifth, 6l behind the front two having been well out the back.  It is tempting to 

suggest Relegate can improve a lot if she can brush up her hurdling and travel a bit more sweetly. But 

she hasn’t shown much sign of that yet in three hurdle runs and it’s a long way here if you aren’t 
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travelling kindly.  The more likely scenario is that Commander In Fleet will confirm superiority, with the 

extra distance likely to help, but, like Quasimodo, I just can’t shrug off a hunch, that Relegate may 

deliver a hurdling best. 

There are some “dark” horses here who come with traditionally dangerous lack of experience, but 

nonetheless need to be considered.  Willie has Carefully Selected, a horse who came second in the 

champion bumper here to Relegate last year, but hasn’t been seen since running third in the 

Punchestown festival bumper.  Winning this on hurdling debut?  You would have to say that’s fairly 

unlikely and one to avoid at single figure prices. 

The similarly inexperience Allaho has just two hurdle runs, including when thrown into a graded race at 

Clonmel last time.  That was a decent little heat, and this is a very striking horse physically.  If you take 

one of these into the future on looks it would have to be this one.  The issue is experience, in particular 

he travelled powerfully at Clonmel, too freely really, and it is a sign of his class that he was still able to 

win with authority.  Likely I think to be Ruby’s pick, which once announced should see him shorten up 

considerably, I can see him being a big money horse.  He looks awesome, but surely this test might 

prove too much for a horse who still looks like he has plenty to learn, but definitely one to ink onto your 

notebooks as he is going to the top. 

Dickie Diver’s biggest achievement so far must be getting past the BHA name-check process.  But his 

hurdling debut when failing by a head to overhaul Lisnagar Oscar at Chepstow clearly brings him into the 

mix.  He has duly won his maiden since back at Chepstow with little fuss and is bred to appreciate the 

likely decent conditions.  Again, he could be anything, and like Allaho may be one of the best of these in 

time.  Anyone seeing the Chepstow race would probably say he would beat Lisnagar next time they 

meet, but this gruelling extra trip in the furnace of festival conditions looks much more likely to suit 

Lisnagar and it will be a surprise if Dickie can reverse the form here. 

Outsiders have a great record here.  I am a big fan of Easy Game, but am worried to hear this could be 

his target as he strikes me as the kind of horse to really appreciate a big field handicap at around 2m4f 

rather than this slog.  If he comes here I may have a saver but will be staring ruefully at my “win any race 

at Cheltenham” ticket, wishing it was the Coral Cup. 

Aye Aye Charlie was about 30l behind Paisley Park last time, which frankly might be good enough to 

place here !!  His proximity to some useful stayers was noticeable and he has plenty of experience 

including a seventh in the Ballymore last year. 

Everything here points to LISNAGAR OSCAR putting his watertight credentials to good use.  Commander 

Of Fleet is the obvious Irish danger, the gorgeous Allaho will be one I have my eye on, just maybe not for 

this race, instead the mare RELEGATE will get a few hunch quid on the hope she fancies it. 

 

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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FRI:  Race 4 - The Gold Cup Chase 3 1/4 miles  
  
Current Selected Odds: 7-2 Clan Des Obeaux, Presenting Percy, 6 Native River 
 
 

So to the main event. And I am going to find it very hard to stay impartial with the prospect, with the risk 

of sounding Father Ted-ish, of my favourite, lovely horse, Presenting Percy landing the biggest prize in 

jump racing. 

 

His win in the Pertemps two years ago single hoofedly bailed out that festival for me, whilst his 

sauntering and stylish win in the RSA last year was less a monetary delight (although not without its 

pleasures), but more an aesthetic joy to see a horse I had championed become a champion in such 

swaggering fashion. 

 

That glorious RSA win was in fact the last time we saw Percy over fences, with a deliberately slow start 

to this campaign exacerbated by an unwillingness to let him out on anything other than soft ground, 

meaning a stylish hurdling win at Gowran Park in January is our only glimpse.  It is fair to say that this is 

an unconventional preparation. But whilst it is not necessarily what connections would have chosen, it 

hasn’t been any injury issues or hold ups in training, just a caution about running him on the 

unseasonably quicker ground.  No stable targets Cheltenham more adeptly than the small Galway yard 

of Patrick Kelly, and he knows this horse so well, bringing him to the boil for the last two seasons.  I 

don’t think he would be troubled by decent ground, if anything it should aid his smooth jumping.  He 

shouldn’t lack for fitness as Gowran showed, and would he really have proved very much more if for 

example he had jogged around to win a weak Denman Chase, as last year’s winner Native River did in his 

only appearance before Gold Cup glory?  Of course confidence would be sky high if had a traditional run 

through the John Durkan, Lexus (as was) and Irish Gold Cup – but it always pays to defer to the genius of 

Mr Kelly.  In Davy Russell of course he will have no finer ally for a well-judged staying chase ride.  Can he 

win it?  Yes he can.  Is he value to do so…..hmm. 

 

Percy’s main opponent in the market, Clan Des Obeaux, has emerged from nowhere (ironically where he 

finished on his previous festival visit in the ’16 Triumph). He is 0 from 4 at this track, most recently 

finishing second in a handicap here last season.  He started this year well beaten at Haydock but turned 

that all around with a gallant win in the King George and then a cruise home at Ascot in the rescheduled 

Denman.  He hasn’t deliberately avoided Cheltenham, and his improvement is sufficiently recent not to 

have been tested here, but it remains a question mark when his career best efforts have come at flat 

ovals like Kempton, Newbury and Haydock.  I suspect he will do well, and he is clearly improving at a 

rate of knots for his master trainer, as befits his relatively young age.  A narrow win over a nearly 11yo 

Thistlecrack isn’t immediately breath-taking, but there is some relentlessness in this horse’s progress 

that means he will be cast as the primary villain by the Percy-loving public (not sure that sounds right..), 

and he looks good enough to potentially deny them their happy ending. 
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Native River seeks to be the first back-to-back winner since Best Mate.  Indeed, multiple winners of this 

event have been few and far between.  He is a gutsy honest front runner who thoroughly deserved his 

success last year after going close the year before.  The suspicion is that although a game sort, he needs 

the heavy ground that he enjoyed last year, mostly to slow down the others.  It would be a surprise if on 

a decent surface he can match the class of his two younger rivals. 

 

Kemboy brings the traditional Irish form to the table having looked better the further he went on good 

ground at Leopardstown over Christmas.  He is fast improving and on that form, and on a line through 

runner up Monalee, he would technically be the equal of Percy.  However, whilst Percy has two wins 

from two at the festival, Kemboy has a well beaten fifth in a Ballymore and a well beaten fourth in the 

JLT – so you need to buy into a story of rapid recent improvement to envisage him as a Gold Cup winner.  

May not be value ay a single figure price. 

 

Kemboy’s stablemate Bellshill got the better of a protracted duel with Road To Respect in the Irish Gold 

Cup. The runner up was fourth in this last year and is a decent animal who will be better suited by better 

ground and not having to make his own pace.  That said Bellshill looks likely to appreciate this stiffer 

test.  In reality neither look quite good enough, with Road To Respect unlikely to improve on his fourth, 

and Bellshill having been a distant third to a wayward Might Bite in the RSA two years ago. 

 

Might Bite is the unknown here.  A class act with wayward tendencies, he was well behaved in this event 

last year but just didn’t get home after slugging it out with Native River on heavy ground that he would 

not have liked.  The issue is that since the start of this season he seems to have gone completely 

haywire.  A terrible showing at Haydock wasn’t improved upon much with a quickly fading effort in the 

King George.  The only thing we can say with certainty is that wasn’t his form.  Trainer Henderson has 

changed the horse’s medication for ulcers and reports much more encouraging signs on the gallops.  He 

is one of the few here at a double-digit price who clearly is capable of going close in a Gold Cup, and if 

you fancy a shot in the dark then it should probably be him. 

 

Al Boum Photo is a decent sort, but this is surely too much of a test for a horse who looked to be 

reaching the end of his tether when taking a tired fall as Percy and Monalee surged away from him in 

last year’s RSA.  Would surely have a better chance in the Ryanair. 

 

Thistlecrack may finally get his shot at a Gold Cup having missed through injury previously.  Had class on 

this ground as a hurdler, and ran a blinder in the King George last time to chase home Clan Des Obeaux.  

Could be a forgotten class act, and is capable of running well on a decent surface, but at age 11 it would 

be a surprise if he can turn back the clock against these youngsters. 

 

Anibale Fly ran on from the rear to place in this last year.  He ran really well to chase home Monalee at 

Gowran recently, suggesting he is as good as ever. The worry would be that his one run on good ground 

resulted in him falling to pieces and pulling up at Kempton.  He has studiously avoided good ground 

since and having had everything in his favour last year, he seems to have precious little in his favour this 

year. 
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Frodon was widely touted as going here after winning over 3 miles here in January.  A fantastic bold 

front runner with a great relationship with Bryony Frost, it feels like this trip would be stretching him too 

far.  A horse who tactically needs to be ridden with aggression I would prefer to see him blasting from 

the front in a Ryanair. 

  

A good looking Gold Cup.  Of the older brigade it is the mercurial Might Bite that may have the back 

class to go close, but the younger Presenting Percy and Clan Des Obeaux look to have the race between 

them.  All the trends experts will be on Clan whose route through the King George and the Denman is 

textbook preparation.  Presenting Percy’s preparation is more like the doodles in the margin of the 

textbook, having not seen a fence in public since soaring over the last in the RSA.  Clearly a sensible 

analysis would say Clan to win, but I did warn you I would struggle to be impartial (forgive the 

indulgence), and it just wouldn’t be right for this Guide not to put its faith in PRESENTING PERCY. 
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FRI:  Race 5 - The Foxhunters Chase - 3 1/4 miles for Amateur Riders  

Current Selected Odds – 4 Stand Up And Fight, 5 Ucello Conti, 6 Hazel Hill 
 
The Amateur Gold Cup, but for many punters this anachronistic delve into the history of horse racing is 

about as engaging as Len Goodman’s history of ballroom dance.  Yes, this bunch of fox-trotters might be 

looking to quickstep their way to cha-cha-chasing glory, but as Jamie Codd takes to the floor with his 

partner Stand Up And Fight, many of the fans, warmed by the Gold Cup win of Presenting Percy (let’s 

hope !!) will have Strictly Gone Boozing.  This will probably include our brown-suited friend Phil, who is 

soon to take to the dancefloor himself after a “Strictly” Christmas present.  Never known to pass a 

double before, Phil’s Paso Doble looks likely to descend into chaos quicker than you can say Sam-Waley-

Cohen. 

The three routes to glory here are the true point-to-pointer, the recently converted classy handicapper, 

and the been-there-done-it race regulars. 

Leading the way from the pointing field is Stand Up And Fight.  He didn’t shown much as a novice chaser  

last year but is entitled to improve aged just 7. And improve he has.  A fluent win in a point, was 

followed by an impressive win at Down Royal which saw him catapult to hot favourite for this given the 

McManus-Bolger-O’Connor combination.  Surprisingly he remains a warm market leader having been 

turned over as a 2/5 favourite in his warm up point.  He could well be the next big hunter star, but you’d 

have to say that defeat tempers enthusiasm and, connections aside, it is far from clear why he should be 

such a short price. 

Hazel Hill and Road To Rome come from the UK pointing scene.  Hazel Hill in particular is a point 

veteran, running in just three hunter chases.  Combine those disciplines and he was won 14 of his last 15 

starts with one runner-up on heavy ground.  That is impressive regardless of the standard of opposition, 

yet he was still 5/1 for his latest Warwick hunter chase, only to be cruise home by 11 lengths.  Has to be 

in the mix. 

Road To Rome was useless in his youth in regulation racing, but has run up a sequence in hunter chases 

this Spring.  His win last time at Haydock was arguable his best yet.  Ridden that day by Sam Waley-

Cohen it will be interesting to see if the WC chooses to ride him again.  I suspect he will be found out for 

class in this company, and I suspect the jockey knows that and may have other options in mind. 

Shantou Flyer and Kruzhlinin represent the converted handicappers.  Kruzhlinin’s festival form is now a 

few years old, but he has been running well in points and should enjoy this surface.  He was well behind 

Stand Up And Fight at Down Royal and will need to find at least eight lengths on that run – that could be 

feasible on ground he will enjoy. 

Shantou Flyer’s festival form is much more recent having gone down fighting in last year’s Ultima.  That 

was off 152 which earmarks him as one of the best converts.  He was a big money buy for his 

enthusiastic owner-rider, David Maxwell.  He is landing plenty of winners this year – primarily from 

buying plenty of good horses.  He wouldn’t be in the class of the top amateurs here, and that could tell 
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at such a high level.  The horse himself started the season poorly but was much better last time – might 

prefer softer ground though. 

The leading convert is probably Ucello Conti for Gordon Elliott.  Rated in the high 140s he seems to have 

been able to retain that level of form into the hunter field, with good wins at Navan and at Thurles.  That 

was a relief in many ways as he lost all 13 of his starts for Gordon after import from France despite often 

looking like a winner in waiting.  The question is whether the drop to shallower waters can unlock those 

wins as they have to date, or is this undoubtedly stronger event going to see a return to frustration.  He 

is another who may not want it to quicken up too much. 

Of the been there and done it brigade no-one wears the badge more proudly than Pacha Du Polder who 

almost dragged cyclist Victoria Pendleton to victory in 2016 before winning here at 16/1 in 2017 and 

again at 25/1 last year.  Often useless in his warm up runs he plunged new depths on reappearance at 

Haydock recently – but he has turned that around sharply before and can’t be ruled out of the hat-trick 

at similar long odds to his previous wins.  Somehow won despite heavy ground last year and should 

enjoy a sounder surface. 

Caid Du Berlais was a useful chaser in the past, and came here last year on a sequence of pointing wins 

to run an excellent fifth, not beaten far on ground that was soft enough.  He subsequently won the 

Punchestown equivalent with ease.  He’d be interesting here if we had seen him since, but we haven’t 

and that has to be enough doubt to pass over. 

Wonderful Charm went down narrowly to Pacha in this race two years ago when arguably given a 

fraction too much to do.  That was on the good ground he craves – I tipped him for revenge last year but 

he completely bombed after the deluge left the ground bordering on heavy.  He absolutely has to have it 

quick, and when he does he has a touch of class that few of these can equal.  He returned to win in a 

canter at Doncaster recently, and it will be interesting if Sam WC picks him over Road To Rome.  I 

suspect he will, and if it does dry up, then expect his price to do so too. 

A good race this year.  The leading Irish fancies Stand Up And Fight and Ucello Conti are a shade of odds-

against as a pair and that is surely too short given the depth of potential dangers in this field.  If it stays 

close to good ground then that is less likely to suit the market leaders.  Hazel Hill makes some appeal, 

and it will be hard to resist a few quid on Pacha, but in the hope that he gets his ground this time I will 

give WONDERFUL CHARM another chance.  If it softens then steer clear. 
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FRI:  Race 6 - The Grand Annual Chase - 2 miles   

Current Selected Odds – 13/2 Magic Saint, 10 Whatswrongwithyou 
 
Usurped from the role of Festival anchor leg as a result of a programme reshuffle, the Grand Annual gets 

to sulk in the post Gold Cup lull.  By this stage the shiny-suited youth that swell the Gold Cup crowd will 

have retrenched to the bars, the grizzled veterans to their cars, and the desperate addicts, myself 

included will have the betting ring to themselves, trying to squeeze one more cup out of the tea-bag, 

one more round after the bell for last orders, one last rendition of Wichita Lineman on the 

karaoke…”still on the line…” 

Last year’s winner Le Prezien, has been eighth as a novice in this race on good ground off 144, before his 

win last year on very soft ground off 150.  He is now rated just 151 which looks pretty generous.  Sure, 

he was miserable at Sandown last time, but you can be sure this has been the aim all along and it is 

worth recalling that he stormed clear to win this easily last year.  A mixed week of weather may not be 

good news for the racing wardrobe, but this guy will love it and has to be shortlisted if it gets wet. 

His trainer, Nicholls, has an excellent record in the race, and he also provide the well gambled on 

favourite in Magic Saint.  Four wins over hurdles and fences at Auteil included a near 10l thrashing of 

leading novice hurdle hope Klassical Dream.  Four chase runs in France have been followed by three 

over here; a pretty disappointing debut over 2m4f on good ground at Haydock was followed by an eye-

catching effort from miles off the pace in a decent Ascot race. He finally stepped back to 2m at 

Wincanton last time and cruised around to win comfortably on ground that may still have been a bit 

quick.  A little rain would help, but a mark of 149 is easily manageable if he has the full potential he 

showed in those early French days.  Looks a sure contender. 

Trainer Nicky Henderson loves to send a novice at this price that is named in honour of his father, and 

Whatswrongwithyou is well fancied in the market.  He looks way too short when you consider his three 

chase runs have come in fields of 4, 3 and 3 runners.  24 runners here will be a shock to the system and 

a mark of 145 assumes plenty of progress that might be stunted by the rough and tumble of this event. 

I liked Henderson’s Theinval last year when he came third.  That was off 141, as was his placing 12 

months prior to that.  Despite running poorly this year, and Ayr win after Cheltenham last year has left 

him as high as 146, which is surely too much now at age 9.  He was a long way back here in December 

behind Ozzie The Oscar and Bun Doran.  They are interesting here, particularly Bun Doran whose 

running style promises to be well suited to this race.  He is one who wouldn’t want a lot of rain and 

would have a place chance on good ground. 

There was a time when the Pipe yard were feared in these events, not so much these days but their 

Eamon An Cnoic looks interesting at a big price.  He was noted going very well in the mud at the top of 

the hill in the Ultima last year before weakening.  He keeps being campaigned like a good horse, beaten 

just over 10l when fifth in the BetVictor here.  He hit form when stepped back to 2m at Chepstow last 

time winning a little snugly.  He is up 7lbs for that, but it will be interesting if they elect to stay at 2m for 

this race. 
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Irish novices are interesting in this event and they have plenty of entries here.  I do like Mind’s Eye 

wherever he run during the week.  He is in the novice handicap, but with owners Gigginstown well 

represented at 2m4f he may be asked to contest this race instead.  He is certainly a good stayer at 2m, 

the danger would be getting run off his feet.  If the ground is good then maybe that would be the case, 

give him a bit of cut though and he would be a very lively contender. 

As always a bit of a cavalry charge.  Le Prezien is well weighted for a repeat especially if it rains but you 

have to be very forgiving of his recent runs and stable companion MAGIC SAINT looks a must for the 

ticket.  I like MIND’S EYE and will back him if he runs in this as he could enjoy the strong pace, and it may 

be worth a saver on EAMON AN CNOIC if Mind’s Eye takes in one of his other engagements. 
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FRI:  Race 7 - The Martin Pipe Handicap Hurdle - 2 1/2 miles for 

Conditional Jockeys  

Current Selected Odds – 11-2 Dallas Des Pictons, 6 Uradel, 16 Early Doors   

“This is way the world ends, not with a bang but a whimper” 

 

Ok putting one of the worst events into the show-closing spot is like Springsteen closing a 4hr show with 

a cover of “Barbie Girl”.  That said this race has been very kind to me and it’s a chance to end with a 

financial bang and leave the bookies whimpering. 

 

Last year’s win for one of this Guide’s festival naps, Blow By Blow, continued the run of big name stables 

wining this with classy novices.  Gordon Elliott was the man there and many are expecting him to repeat 

the dose with the well fancied Dublin festival winner Dallas Des Pictons.  He absolutely tanked along that 

day in a 3m race, and promised to be better suited to this slightly shorter race and faster pace.  That win 

came having had to battle hard having over-raced, which he did well suggesting he has plenty in hand. A 

rating of 140 does not look over-burdened and it is easy to see why he is market leader. 

 

I have had Uradel ear-marked for this meeting since he won at Galway last summer.  He did nothing to 

disappoint when just outpaced in a fast ground 2m handicap at Leopardstown last time.  If anything, he 

is almost too well handicapped and off a mark of 137 is struggling to find a race.  The Coral Cup would 

be nice, but it looks like this will be his best chance of a run, in which case he is a serious contender for 

Willie Mullins who has done so well in this event.  He definitely has more to offer. 

 

Last year’s race was an odd one with the winner slipping the field from the front (not that I was 

complaining).  The third home then was Joseph O’Brien’s Early Doors, who tried to chase the winner and 

paid slightly at the end.  He has been given a classic handicap preparation this season, running down the 

field in Grade 1 hurdles behind the likes of Apple’s Jade. Rated 142 last year, the handicapper has been 

given no clue by those runs whether this year’s mark of 144 is appropriate or not.  Has the Coral Cup as 

an option and is very interesting whichever way he goes. 

 

Whilst I like Dallas Des Pictons, he seems over-backed for a free running sort on a track like this.  

URADEL is much more of a professional and the more likely of the market leaders to land the odds.  

EARLY DOORS begs to be backed to do better than last year’s third place. 

 

Same time, same place next year?..... 
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